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Automotive heat exchangers are fabricated by forming and brazing of multi-layered 
aluminum (Al) alloy sheets. The Al brazing sheets are comprised of two alloy layers: an AA3xxx 
core, which provides strength to the assembly, and an AA4xxx clad, which melts during brazing 
to provide filler metal for joints throughout the assembly. Warm forming has recently proven to 
be a promising technique to expand heat exchanger design possibilities, by increasing the 
material forming limits, and by enabling the use of higher strength materials, by reducing 
springback after forming. However, no consideration had been given to the effect of warm 
forming on downstream brazing and corrosion performance. The objective of the current 
research is to understand the effect of forming temperature and initial sheet condition on the 
brazing performance of Al brazing sheets. 
The Al brazing sheet used throughout the current work was industrially produced, with 
an overall thickness of 200 µm, and a single AA4045 clad layer comprising 10 % of the sheet 
thickness. The sheets were supplied in both the fully annealed (O) and the work hardened (H24) 
sheet tempers. Warm forming was initially simulated by performing interrupted tensile tests 
between room temperature (RT) and 250 °C, up to pre-determined levels of strain between 2 % 
and 12 %, at an average engineering strain rate of 6.6x10-4 s-1.  
The rate of liquid clad alloy depletion during simulated brazing was measured with 
differential scanning calorimetry, using a parameter referred to as the liquid duration time (LDT). 
A small LDT, caused by rapid depletion of the liquid clad due to penetration into the core alloy, 
was predicted to result in poor brazing performance. The LDT for the O-RT forming condition 
decreased from 44.2 min when no strain was applied to the sheet, to a minimum value of 29.7 
min at 4 % strain, before increasing with the further application of strain. The LDT data were 
correlated with the post-braze sheet microstructures: when the LDT was decreasing, the core 
alloy was non-recrystallized and the phenomenon of liquid film migration (LFM) occurred 
during brazing, while for conditions where the LDT was increasing, the core alloy was 
characterized by coarse, recrystallized grains without LFM. The trend in the LDT data was in 
excellent agreement with prior studies where LFM had been observed, indicating the suitability 
of the LDT as a predictor of brazing performance. When the forming temperature was increased 
to 250 °C, the LDT decreased from 42 min at 0 % strain, to a minimum value of 26 min at 8 % 
strain, but did not increase at greater applied strains. The change in the LDT data after warm 
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forming was attributed to an increased range of strains over which LFM occurred. Thus, brazing 
of O temper sheet formed at 250 °C was predicted to be impaired relative to RT formed sheet. 
Conversely, the LDT for H24 sheet was found to be independent of both applied strain and 
forming temperature, and a recrystallized core alloy was observed in all cases. While some 
dynamic recovery is believed to have occurred during warm forming, the H24 core alloy 
hardness was still in the same order of magnitude as RT formed sheet, so core alloy 
recrystallization could still occur. Consequently, brazing of H24 temper sheet was predicted to 
be insensitive to forming temperature. 
The difference in brazing characteristics of O-RT and O-250 °C conditions was 
confirmed from sagging distance experiments, again using warm formed tensile coupons. 
Maximum sagging of O-RT sheet occurred at 4 % strain, while complete rigidity was observed 
at higher strains. For O-250 °C samples, the sagging distance remained elevated between 2 % to 
12 % strain. Similar to conditions with a low LDT, LFM was observed in the post-braze 
micrographs of forming conditions with large sagging distances (i.e. O-RT-4 % and O-250 °C-
10 %), and transmission electron microscopy revealed a recovered sub-structure in front of the 
LFM grains. The sagging distance as a function of strain for O-150 °C samples was close to that 
of the RT formed sheet, which indicated that formability improvements could be achieved at this 
temperature, without altering the brazing characteristics of the sheet.  
The brazing predictions made using the LDT and sagging distance data were tested by 
brazing of scaled-down electric vehicle battery cooling plates, which were formed from both O 
and H24 sheet tempers, between RT and 250 °C. Simulated brazing of single formed plates 
revealed that the microstructures within the plate were in good agreement with the results from 
the simplified tensile test specimens, at comparable levels of strain. Formed plates of the same 
forming conditions were then brazed together, to create functional cooling plates. In all cases, 
plates were successfully brazed, and were capable of withstanding an applied internal pressure 
of 0.28 MPa. Furthermore, no obvious difference in the brazing performance was found between 
the various sheet temper-forming temperature combinations at the component-level, and warm 
forming was shown to not adversely impact the ability to form brazed joints. The LDT and 
sagging distance measurements taken from strained sheet specimens were shown to be 
inadequate to predict the brazing performance of warm formed O temper sheet in assemblies 
more representative of heat exchangers, since these metrics did not account for wetting and 
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capillary flow of the liquid clad alloy. Microstructure analysis confirmed that the microstructures 
were similar to the warm formed tensile specimens, although certain microstructures not present 
in the tensile specimens were also observed, such as strain induced boundary migration in the 
O-250 °C condition. However, the strain rate in the plates was estimated to be in the order of 
1.0x10-1 s-1, orders of magnitude higher than the tensile specimens, and the plates experienced a 
significantly higher local strain (25 %) at the location in question. Additional tensile tests 
performed up to 20 % strain at 150 °C and 250 °C, using strain rates between 6.6x10-4 s-1 and 
6.6x10-2 s-1, revealed a dependence of the post-braze microstructure on the strain rate, due to 
increased strain rate sensitivity at elevated temperatures, and similar microstructures as observed 
in the plates were found for comparable strains and strain rates. 
It is concluded that warm forming, used to improve formability of Al brazing sheet, does 
not impair brazing performance. Brazing predictors, such as the LDT and sagging distance, are 
useful for studying interactions occurring within the sheet during brazing, but do not account for 
liquid clad flow, which is a major factor in brazed joint formation in real components. The 
microstructure evolution of O temper sheet during brazing depends on applied strain, strain rate, 
and forming temperature. The change in microstructure with changes in process variables also 
supports the deformation energy driving force for the LFM phenomenon. The H24 sheet was 
found to be insensitive to an increase in forming temperature, in terms of the post-braze 
microstructure, LDT, and ability to braze real components. It is recommended that the potential 
of the warm forming process be further investigated by forming full-scale components, and 
forming at higher temperatures to further improve forming limits and springback reduction. 
Finally, the relative corrosion performance of the different sheet tempers and forming 
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“They reason theoretically, without demonstrating experimentally, and errors are the result.” 






Aluminum (Al) alloys have been used extensively in automotive heat exchangers since 
the 1970s, when they replaced copper and brass systems due to their low density, high strength, 
good corrosion resistance, and good heat transfer properties [1, 2, 3]. The heat exchangers are 
fabricated by forming multi-layered Al alloy sheets into the required shape, assembling and 
fixing the formed components into the required configuration, and passing the assembly through 
a controlled atmosphere furnace where the components are brazed. Upon removal from the 
furnace, the heat exchanger should be fully joined with leak-free coolant channels. Throughout 
the remainder of this thesis, these multi-layered Al alloy sheets are referred to as “Al brazing 
sheet”, and details of the composition and relevant metallurgy for these sheets will be described 
in detail in section 2.1.  
With the introduction of electric vehicles to the automotive marketplace, innovative heat 
exchanger technologies have been developed to efficiently cool the batteries and associated 
electronics. For example, Al alloy cooling plates (Fig. 1-1) are sandwiched between battery cells 
in the electric Ford Focus, and a coolant is circulated through a serpentine channel in the plate 
in order to regulate the battery temperature [4]. Half of the channel cross-section is stamped into 
an Al brazing sheet blank, and two stamped sheets are subsequently fixed together and brazed to 
create leak-free channels.   
 
 
Fig. 1-1 Stamped and brazed battery cooling plate used in the electric Ford Focus. Image 
courtesy of Dana Canada. 
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As manufacturers seek to improve performance while simultaneously reducing cost and 
weight, the trend has been to use thinner Al brazing sheets with higher strength and enhanced 
corrosion resistance in heat exchanger production. However, deformation of these thinner sheets 
is a concern, and stricter control of the brazing process is required [1]. Two important issues 
were recently identified during forming of Al brazing sheet. First, as noted by Miller et al. [2], 
there is limited space available within the vehicle for heat exchanger components; the materials 
used in heat exchanger applications must have good formability to enable designs that optimize 
performance in a restricted space. Unfortunately, the room temperature formability of Al brazing 
sheet is relatively low compared to other conventional materials, such as sheet steel [5], which 
can limit possible component designs and, consequently, heat transfer performance. Second, due 
to their low elastic modulus, Al alloys experience significant springback after forming, resulting 
in poor component flatness. Springback is particularly concerning for higher initial strength Al 
brazing sheet, such as those in work hardened conditions, since springback increases with a 
material’s yield strength [6]. Poor component flatness makes the formation of high quality brazed 
joints, which are necessary for a leak-free assembly, difficult to achieve. 
Recent research conducted at the University of Waterloo has shown that by increasing 
the forming temperature, up to 325 °C, the forming limits of Al brazing sheet can be increased 
[7, 8], and the level of springback after forming can be reduced [9, 10, 11]. However, while 
warm forming appears to be a promising technique for Al heat exchanger production, the effect 
that warm forming could have on downstream brazing and corrosion performance has not 
previously been studied. This is a critical gap in materials processing knowledge. When the heat 
exchanger assembly is in the brazing furnace, the multi-layered structure of Al brazing sheets is 
designed to allow one of the layers to melt to provide braze joint filler metal, while the other 
layer remains solid. However, interactions occur between the liquid and solid alloys during 
brazing, which can affect brazing performance, and the extent of these interactions depends on 
the starting microstructure and the amount of deformation imparted to the sheet during forming 
[12]. Furthermore, it is known that the corrosion performance of heat exchangers depends on the 
microstructure and phases present within the sheet after brazing, and, thus, on the extent of 
interaction during brazing [1, 13]. Thus, a detailed study on the effect of warm forming of Al 
brazing sheet on brazing and corrosion performance must be investigated before the process can 




The research detailed in this thesis was conducted as part of a Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) Collaborative Research and Development 
(CRD) grant with Dana Canada Corporation, a global leader in automotive heat exchanger 
production. Prior research regarding warm forming of Al brazing sheet had shown the potential 
of the process to increase material forming limits, which would allow for an increase in potential 
product designs and a reduction in the number of forming steps required to achieve a given 
geometry. The current CRD expands on the results of the prior research, with the overall goal of 
demonstrating the commercial viability of warm forming Al brazing sheet in automotive heat 
exchanger production. The research conducted as part of the CRD was divided into four tasks: 
(i) identification of a lubricant suitable for warm forming, without any adverse effects on 
brazing; (ii) optimization of the warm forming process for low cycle time, increased sheet 
formability, and springback reduction; (iii) development of warm forming process models, and 
(iv) characterization of brazing and corrosion performance of warm formed components.   
The objective of the research detailed in this thesis was to address task (iv) by 
investigating the question “How do forming temperature and starting sheet temper impact the 
brazing performance of Al brazing sheet used in automotive heat exchanger production?” 
Aspects of the research contribute to fundamental knowledge regarding the metallurgical 
interactions that occur between the Al brazing sheet alloys during brazing, and the role that 
microstructure and stored energy have on these phenomena. Other facets of the research address 
the engineering aspects and commercial viability of the warm forming process, in terms of the 
ability to successfully braze warm formed components, and their corrosion resistance relative to 
components formed at room temperature. The research contributions are expanded upon in the 
following section, within the context of the thesis structure. 
 
1.3. Thesis Structure 
The remaining contents of this thesis are organized as a manuscript-based thesis. Chapter 
2 provides a review of the topics and literature relevant to the current research. Chapters 3 to 6 
are modified versions of published articles or manuscripts in preparation, which report the 
research findings. The candidate is the primary author of all manuscripts, and was responsible 
for directly collecting data or co-ordinating the collection of data, and for conducting the 
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synthesis and analysis of the results. A full description of the contributions from all co-authors 
was provided in the Statement of Contributions. Modifications have been made to the original 
manuscripts to create a cohesive research arc across related studies. Introduction and conclusion 
sections of the original manuscripts have been re-framed to make connections between the 
findings of the four manuscripts. Experimental and discussion sections have been modified to 
reduce repetition of information across thesis chapters. Copies of the necessary copyright 
permissions are provided prior to the references. As noted in the preceding section, the research 
contained within this thesis makes original and important contributions to both fundamental 
knowledge and engineering applications in materials processing. The breakdown in 
contributions and the corresponding thesis chapters is shown in Fig. 1-2. 
 
 
Fig. 1-2 Contributions of the conducted research to fundamental knowledge and engineering 
applications, and the corresponding thesis chapters. 
 
Chapter 3 details the first ever investigation into the effect of warm forming on brazing 
performance. Warm forming was simplified by performing interrupted tensile tests on Al brazing 
sheet samples at room temperature and 250 °C. Furthermore, Al brazing sheet of both O and 
H24 tempers were used to investigate the effect of the initial sheet condition on the relationship 
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between forming temperature and brazeability. Thermal analysis was used to predict brazing 
performance as a function of applied strain, by measuring the solid-liquid interaction kinetics 
within the sheet during brazing. A distinct difference in the relationship between applied strain 
and brazing performance was found for O temper sheet when the forming temperature was 
increased, from which it was predicted that brazing performance would be impaired after warm 
forming. Conversely, no change in brazing performance of H24 temper sheet was predicted after 
an increase in forming temperature. The research findings were originally published as: M. J. 
Benoit, M. A. Whitney, M. A. Wells, H. Jin and S. Winkler, “Liquid film migration in warm 
formed aluminum brazing sheet,” Metallurgical and Materials Transactions A, vol. 48, no. 10, 
pp. 4645-4654, 2017.  
Based on the results of Chapter 3, the relationship between brazing performance and 
forming temperature for O temper sheet was further investigated in Chapter 4. It was of interest 
to determine if there was a forming temperature which would improve sheet formability without 
impairing brazing performance. Warm forming was again simulated by tensile tests performed 
at room temperature, 150 °C, 200 °C, and 250 °C, while brazing performance was predicted by 
the commonly used sagging test. The results revealed that Al brazing sheet formed at 150 °C 
would yield similar brazing performance to room temperature strained sheet. The findings were 
originally published as: M. J. Benoit, R. Kaur, M. A. Wells, H. Jin, B. Shalchi Amirkhiz and S. 
Winkler, “Sagging resistance of warm formed aluminum brazing sheet,” Journal of Materials 
Processing Technology, vol. 254, no. 4, pp. 353-360, 2018.  
Chapters 3 and 4 provided new insights into the effect of forming temperature and initial 
sheet condition on brazing performance. However, the results were from simple uniaxial tensile 
specimens, which may not be representative of actual process parameters used in heat exchanger 
production. Chapter 5 presents the results of an investigation into the microstructure evolution 
during brazing in a scaled-down electric vehicle battery cooling plate design. Based on the prior 
results, plates were formed from both O and H24 temper sheets at room temperature, 150 °C, 
and 250 °C. A finite element model of the formed plate was used to predict strains throughout 
the plate, to facilitate comparisons of the microstructure in the plate with those from the uniaxial 
tensile specimens. The findings were originally published as: M. J. Benoit, K. B. Han, M. J. 
Worswick, M. A. Wells and S. Winkler, “Brazing characteristics of warm formed automotive 
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heat exchanger components,” in 16th International Conference on Aluminum Alloys (ICAA 16), 
Montreal, 2018, ISBN 978-1-926872-41-4. 
All of the results prior to Chapter 6 predicted brazing performance based on post-braze 
microstructure and other indirect measurements. Chapter 6 details an investigation into the 
feasibility of creating leak-free battery cooling plates from warm formed components, where 
brazing was assessed at the microstructure and component levels. Microstructures were 
compared with those of the prior chapters, while the consistency of brazed joint formation and 
the ability to be pressurized without leaking were used to assess brazing at the component level. 
The results of this chapter have been prepared as a manuscript to be submitted. 
Chapter 7 presents a summary of the prior chapters, and makes connections between the 
effects of initial sheet temper, forming temperature, strain, and strain rate on the brazing 
performance and resultant post-braze microstructures. Preliminary results from an accelerated 
corrosion test using brazed battery cooling plates are also presented. Major conclusions from the 





2. Literature Review 
This chapter provides an overview of the topics and prior research relevant to the work 
contained in this thesis. The chapter begins with a description of the metallurgy and production 
of the materials used in automotive heat exchanger production. An outline of the prior research 
into how warm forming can be used to expand heat exchanger design and enable the use of 
higher strength sheets is then given. A brief description of the general principles of the brazing 
process and brazed joint formation in Al heat exchangers is presented. The microstructure 
evolution within the brazing sheet during processing is then discussed, with connections drawn 
between sheet deformation and the brazing temperature cycle. The implications of the 
microstructural evolution during brazing on the susceptibility of the sheet to corrosive attack are 
presented, with a brief discussion of a phenomenon which takes advantage of diffusion to prevent 
rapid corrosive failure. The chapter concludes with a brief review of the relationships between 
forming, brazing, and corrosion performance, where the gaps in current Al brazing sheet 
processing knowledge are, and how the work in this thesis addresses these gaps. 
 
2.1. Al Brazing Sheet 
Automotive heat exchangers are often produced by forming and brazing of multi-layered 
Al alloy sheets (i.e. Al brazing sheet). Al brazing sheets are comprised of at least two Al layers, 
namely the core alloy and clad alloy. Additional layers may be used in certain applications, such 
as a sacrificial zinc (Zn)-rich Al alloy for components requiring enhanced corrosion resistance 
[1]. However, as the research in this thesis uses Al brazing sheets with only two layers, this 
section focusses on the alloys used in these two layers, and the production of the laminate brazing 
sheet. 
 
2.1.1. Core Alloys 
The core alloy is the thicker of the two alloy layers, and provides the strength and 
lifecycle requirements for the heat exchanger product [2]. Typically, the core is either an 
AA3xxx or AA6xxx series alloy [1, 14, 15]. Commonly used core alloy compositions and 
corresponding melting ranges are presented in Table 2-1. From the table, AA6xxx alloys have a 
solidus temperature 15 °C to 30 °C lower than the AA3xxx series alloys, and have been reported 
to have detrimental interactions with the liquid clad alloy during brazing [15, 16]. As a result, 
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stricter control of the brazing process is necessary with AA6xxx cores. Since an AA3xxx core 
alloy was used in the Al brazing sheet used throughout the current work, AA6xxx alloys will not 
be discussed further.   
 
Table 2-1 Nominal compositions and melting ranges of commonly used core alloys. Table 
reproduced with permission [1]. 
Alloy 
Nominal alloying element concentration (wt%) – bal. Al Melting temperature (°C) 
Si Cu Mn Mg Solidus Liquidus 
AA1100 - 0.12 - - 643 657 
AA1145 0.30 - - - 646 657 
AA3003 - 0.12 1.2 - 643 655 
AA3005 0.60 0.30 1.2 0.40 629 654 
AA6063 0.40 - - 0.70 615 655 
AA6951 0.30 0.30 - 0.40 616 654 
 
The AA3xxx alloys have a relatively high manganese (Mn) content, to provide strength 
to the alloy. Manganese is present in the core alloy in both a (super saturated) solid solution with 
the Al matrix and within a number of second phase particles including Al6(Mn, Fe), α-Al15(Mn, 
Fe)3Si2, and α-AlMnSi [3, 17, 18, 19]. The difference in Mn content in the matrix compared to 
second phase particles has an important role in corrosion resistance of the core alloy, and will be 
discussed in section 2.5. Magnesium (Mg) can be added to the core to increase strength, but too 
high a Mg content impairs brazing performance of the sheet due to reactions with the flux during 
brazing [1]. The silicon (Si) content in the core must be kept to a low level, to allow for the 
development of a sacrificial layer during brazing. Copper (Cu) can be added to the core to 
provide solid solution strengthening and improve the corrosion resistance of the core. For Cu-
containing core alloys, the presence of small Al2Cu particles has also been reported [20, 21]. 
Iron (Fe) is often present in the core alloys, usually as intermetallic particles with Al and Mn. 
However, Fe has a detrimental effect on the corrosion resistance of the core, so it is typically 
maintained at a low level. The nature of second phase particles in the core and distribution of 
alloying elements changes during brazing, and will be discussed in subsequent sections. 
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2.1.2. Clad Alloys 
The second layer in the brazing sheet is the clad alloy, which may be present on either 
one or both sides of the sheet, and typically has a thickness of approximately 10 % of the total 
sheet thickness. The clad is always one of the Si-rich AA4xxx series alloys; commonly used clad 
alloy compositions and melting temperature ranges are presented in Table 2-2. Referring to 
Tables 2-1 and 2-2, the Si-rich clad alloys have a liquidus temperature significantly below the 
AA3xxx core alloys solidus temperature. Thus, when the heat exchanger assembly is placed in 
the furnace for brazing, the clad alloy partially or completely melts, depending on the 
composition and brazing temperature profile, to provide the brazed joint filler metal, and co-
exists with the solid core alloy. Additional reasons for using AA4xxx alloys for the clad include: 
(i) good wettability and low interfacial energy with the core alloy, (ii) a similar corrosion 
potential to the core alloy, reducing the driving force for galvanic corrosion, and (iii) a relatively 
small melting temperature range, allowing good control of the liquid filler metal [1]. The pre-
braze clad alloy microstructure is characterized by numerous Si particles, surrounded by an Al 
solid solution matrix with low Si content.   
 
Table 2-2 Nominal compositions and melting ranges of commonly used clad alloys. AWS 
Brazing Handbook 4th Edition:1991, Table 3.4, reproduced with permission from the American 
Welding Society (AWS), Miami, FL [22]. 
Alloy 
Nominal alloying element concentration (wt%) – bal. Al Melting temperature (°C) 
Si Cu Mn Mg Zn Solidus Liquidus 
AA4343 6.80-8.20 0.25 0.10 - 0.20 577 617 
AA4145 9.30-10.70 3.30-4.70 0.15 0.15 0.20 521 585 
AA4047 11.00-13.00 0.30 - 0.10 0.20 577 582 
AA4045 9.00-11.00 0.30 0.05 0.05 0.20 577 599 
 
2.1.3. Production 
Al brazing sheets have traditionally been produced by roll bonding of direct chill (DC) 
cast ingots of the clad and core alloys [1, 14, 19].  The core alloy ingot may or may not be 
homogenized after casting, depending on the application, and the surface of the ingot is scalped. 
Homogenization is performed for sheets that require good formability, while sheets requiring 
good corrosion performance are not homogenized [19]. Prior to being placed on the surface of 
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the core ingot, the clad alloy ingot thickness is reduced by rolling. The multi-alloy assembly is 
pre-heated and hot rolled, to create a metallurgical bond at the interface. Additional hot rolling 
passes are performed to reduce the ingot thickness. A number of cold rolling passes are then 
conducted to achieve the final sheet thickness, with inter- and end-annealing steps used as 
necessary to achieve the desired final properties in the sheet. An example of Al brazing sheet 
cross section in the pre-braze condition is given in Fig. 2-1.  The core alloy second phase particles 
and the Si particles in the clad are clearly observed in the figure. The use of Al brazing sheets 
allows for numerous brazed joints to be formed simultaneously, even in complex assemblies, 
without needing to place filler metal foil at joint locations, since the filler alloy is roll bonded to 
the base metal surface [22, 23].  
 
 
Fig. 2-1 Al brazing sheet cross-section in the as-received (pre-braze) condition. Reprinted from 
Materials Science and Engineering: A, vol. 413, Lacaze et al., Study of the microstructure 
resulting from brazed aluminium materials used in heat exchangers, pp. 317-321 © 2005, with 
permission from Elsevier [24]. 
 
2.2. Warm Forming  
When the Al brazing sheet is formed into the required component geometry, dislocations 
are introduced to the material, which increase the stored deformation energy [24]. The 
dislocation density (ρ) can be approximately related to the material flow stress (σ) according to 
Eq. 1 [25]: 
 
 
 σ=cGb√ρ Eq. 1 
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where G is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector, and c is a material constant. According to 
Bergstrom [26], the net rate of dislocation accumulation as a function of strain is equal to the 
rate of dislocation generation less the rate of dislocation rearrangement or annihilation. The 
dislocation density increases with strain and dislocations become entangled during room 
temperature forming, since dislocations are not rapidly annihilated at room temperature, leading 
to work hardening of the material. However, the rate of dislocation remobilization and 
annihilation during forming was shown to depend on the strain rate and forming temperature 
[27]. The Bergstrom hardening model was shown to adequately describe plastic deformation of 
Al brazing sheet at different forming temperatures and strain rates [28]. 
 Deformation at temperatures above room temperature, but below the material 
recrystallization temperature, is known as warm forming [6, 29]. Warm forming can significantly 
improve the material ductility, without recrystallizing the material as in hot forming [30]. 
Shehata et al. [31] were among the first to demonstrate the benefits of warm forming, using Al-
Mg alloys. A six-fold increase over the room temperature total elongation was obtained when 
the tensile tests were performed at 280 °C, due to an extended diffuse necking regime after 
uniform elongation. The material flow stress was shown to be governed by strain rate hardening 
rather than by strain hardening as the forming temperature increased, as evidenced by an increase 
in the strain rate sensitivity exponent (m) from 0.08 at 150 °C to 0.34 at 260 °C for one of the 
alloys studied.  Since the work of Shehata et al., most studies on warm forming of Al alloys have 
focussed on AA5xxx and AA6xxx series alloys [32, 33], although other studies on AA1xxx, 
AA2xxx, AA3xxx, and AA7xxx alloys have also been conducted [5, 34, 35].  
As noted in Chapter 1, heat exchanger design possibilities are limited by the forming 
limits of Al brazing sheet, and the use of thin brazing sheets with high initial strength is limited 
due to high levels of springback. Recent studies have shown that warm forming is a promising 
method to alleviate both of these formability concerns for Al brazing sheet. For example, 
Bagheriasl et al. showed that the total elongation of Al brazing sheet rapidly increased when the 
forming temperature exceeded 100 °C, reaching 60 % elongation at 250 °C, and that the material 
showed greater sensitivity to strain rate (Fig. 2-2) [7]. These results were in agreement with 
Abedrabbo et al., who showed that when the forming temperature of H24 temper AA3003 sheet 
increased from room temperature to 260 °C, n decreased from 0.215 to 0.116, while m increased 
from 0.003 to 0.080 [34]. The practical implications of increased forming limits were 
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demonstrated by Bagheriasl et al., who showed that a heat exchanger component with a drawn 
cup feature (Fig. 2-3), which could not be formed at room temperature, could be formed in a 
single step with a die heated to 300 °C and a cold punch. The formability improvements 
associated with warm forming of Al brazing sheet were further demonstrated in a follow-up 
study, where forming limit curves for the Al brazing sheet shifted to greater strains with 
increasing forming temperature [8]. 
 
 
Fig. 2-2 Total elongation of Al brazing sheet as a function of strain rate and forming 
temperature. Reprinted with permission from Springer Nature: Springer, International Journal 
of Material Forming, Formability improvement with independent die and punch temperature 
control, Bagheriasl et al. © 2014 [7]. 
 
 
Fig. 2-3 Formed automotive heat exchanger component with a drawn cup feature, formed with 
a (a) room temperature and (b) 300 °C die. Reprinted with permission from Springer Nature: 
Springer, International Journal of Material Forming, Formability improvement with 




Warm forming has also proven to be effective in reducing springback of Al brazing sheet, 
particularly for sheets of greater initial strength, such as work hardened sheet tempers. For a 
simple “U” channel geometry, springback of work hardened H24 temper sheets was reduced to 
the same level as fully annealed Al brazing sheet by forming at 250 °C, without a reduction in 
material strength after forming (Fig. 2-4) [9, 10]. More recently, it was shown that for formed 
geometries more akin to actual heat exchanger components, a forming temperature of 325 °C 
was needed to completely reduce springback of H24 sheet to the same level of O temper sheet 
formed at room temperature [11]. 
 
 
Fig. 2-4 Springback reduction with increasing forming temperature. Image reproduced with 
permission [36]. 
 
2.3. Brazing  
Brazing is one of the main materials joining processes, where a liquid filler metal 
penetrates a gap between the surfaces to be joined, and upon cooling forms a permanent joint. 
Brazing differs from soldering in that brazing takes place above 450 °C, and differs from fusion 
welding in that the base materials to be brazed remain solid [23]. In a typical brazed joint, the 
parts are arranged such that the faces to be joined form a narrow gap (i.e. a capillary). At the 
brazing temperature, the liquid filler metal infiltrates the gap and is drawn along the length by 
capillary action [22, 37]. The extent to which the liquid can penetrate the capillary depends on 
the ability of the liquid filler metal to wet the solid base material, in order to create intimate 
contact at the solid-liquid interface. For the simple case of a liquid droplet on a solid surface 
(Fig. 2-5), the contact angle between liquid and solid is a function of the interfacial energies, as 










where γ is the interfacial energy for the solid-vapour (SV), solid-liquid (SL), and liquid-vapour 
(LV) interfaces, respectively, and wetting occurs when θ≤ 90°. By defining the work of adhesion 
(Wa) between the liquid and solid as in Eq. 3, Eq. 2 can be rewritten as shown in Eq. 4 [39]: 
 
 𝑊𝑎 = 𝛾𝑆𝑉 + 𝛾𝐿𝑉 − 𝛾𝑆𝐿 Eq. 3 





− 1 Eq. 4 
 
 
Fig. 2-5 Definition of the contact angle between a liquid and solid, as determined by the 
balance of interfacial energies. AWS Brazing Handbook 4th Edition:1991, Figure 1.3(A), 
reproduced with permission from the American Welding Society (AWS), Miami, FL [22]. 
 
From Eq. 4, it can be seen that excellent wetting conditions (i.e. θ≤ 45°) can only occur 
when Wa approaches twice γLV [40]. Such a condition is only possible with low solid-liquid 
interfacial energy, such as the case for metallic bonding between an Al alloy base metal and 
liquid Al filler metal [41]. The solid surface can reduce its free energy by absorbing contaminants 
from the surrounding environment [22]. Therefore, an essential step in the brazing process is the 
removal of surface contaminants such as grease, paint, and oxides, to allow good wetting and 
intimate contact between the liquid and solid [23, 37]. Surface cleaning is particularly important 
for Al alloy brazing, due to the presence of the tenacious Al oxide layer, which prevents liquid 
flow and intimate contact at the interface. The Al oxide is usually removed by a potassium 
fluoroaluminate (KFAl)-based flux (i.e. the NOCOLOK® process) [1], or by using fluxless 




It should be noted that the contact angle defined by Eq. 2 and Eq. 4 is for non-reactive 
wetting, and is only a qualitative description if interfacial interactions occur. During brazing, 
where the liquid filler metal is in contact with a real surface, a number of possible secondary 
phenomena can occur. For example, the liquid filler metal can dissolve part of the solid base 
material, increasing the liquid filler metal melting point and causing partial solidification, 
consequently impairing the liquid flowability [23]. Alternatively, diffusion of alloying elements 
from the liquid filler into the solid base material can occur at the brazing temperature, again 
increasing the melting point of the liquid, resulting in isothermal solidification [37]. Spreading 
of the liquid filler can erode the base material, altering the flowability of the liquid and reducing 
the remaining thickness of the base material [22]. These secondary phenomena will be discussed 
in greater detail in section 2.4. 
After the surfaces to be joined are cleaned, the components are assembled and fixed 
together. The fixtures used to hold the work pieces together during brazing apply pressure to the 
components to ensure that intimate contact is made at the joint faying surfaces, but not so much 
pressure that the components collapse during brazing. The brazing process is often classified by 
the method used to heat the assembly [44]. Numerous heating methods, such as manual torch, 
furnace, induction, resistance, laser, and immersion in molten flux (i.e. dip brazing), have been 
developed for various brazing and material applications [41]. Each brazing process can be further 
divided; for example, furnace brazing can be classified as either batch or continuous, depending 
on the component geometry and production volume, or by whether the furnace atmosphere is an 
inert gas, a reducing gas, or under vacuum during brazing. Automotive heat exchangers are most 
often fabricated by controlled atmosphere brazing (CAB), using continuous furnaces, due to the 
high production volume. Additionally, the filler metal is already present at the joints during 
assembly, due to the laminate structure of Al brazing sheet, making furnace brazing an even 
more viable process. During brazing, the assembly typically passes through a number of zones 
in the furnace, where the temperature of each zone is calibrated to ensure that the assembly is 
exposed to the necessary temperature profile to allow the filler metal to wet and flow to the 
joints. During heat exchanger production, the furnace zone temperatures are adjusted such that 
the assembly experiences a peak brazing temperature between 595 °C and 600 °C for 
approximately 3 min, and a continuous stream of nitrogen gas is flowed through the furnace to 
maintain the oxygen level below 100 ppm [1]. 
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In terms of brazed joint configurations, the work pieces and filler metal can be arranged 
in two general configurations [40]. In the first, the pieces to be joined are arranged to form a 
capillary, with the filler metal placed outside the gap; upon melting, the liquid is drawn into the 
gap by capillary action. In the sandwich configuration, the filler metal is placed in the gap 
between the work pieces prior to brazing, and upon melting, wets the work pieces to form the 
brazed joint. Given the structure of Al brazing sheets (section 2.1), and the specific application 
of battery cooling plates under investigation in this thesis, the sandwich configuration is of 
particular interest. When the filler alloy has excellent wetting of the base material (i.e. θ≤ 45°), 
there is intimate contact everywhere, and the liquid completely fills the gap. The meniscus of the 
liquid is outside of the gap, and the joint thickness is reduced (Fig. 2-6) [40].  
 
 
Fig. 2-6 Sandwich-type brazed joint configuration for when excellent wetting conditions 
between liquid filler alloy and solid base materials exist. Image reproduced with permission 
[40]. 
 
In the Al brazing sheet system, the liquid clad alloy provides the filler metal for the brazed 
joints throughout the heat exchanger assembly. Zhao and Sekulic [45] proposed that melting of 
the clad alloy was a diffusion controlled, non-equilibrium process, where melting initiates at the 
clad alloy grain boundaries, and the newly formed liquid is in local equilibrium with the solid 
grain. Melting progresses at the boundary of the shrinking clad grains, until the overall 
composition within the grain reaches the solidus composition at the brazing temperature. 
Capillary forces and surface tension draw the liquid to the joint faying surfaces, while the solid 
solution clad grains remain in place at the sheet surface and do not contribute to joint formation. 
This solid solution layer was referred to as the ‘clad residue’, and can be seen in Fig. 2-7a. The 
clad residue has been characterized by Gao et al. to be of uniform thickness and to have a planar 
interface with the core, indicating that no interface migration occurs [46, 47].  No microstructure 
evidence for diffusion controlled melting was provided by Zhao and Sekulic. However, Nylen 
et al. [16] presented a series of micrographs throughout clad melting, where liquid was observed 
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to first form at clad grain boundaries, and a band of non-melted clad grains were present at the 
interface with the core alloy at higher temperatures (i.e. the clad residue). On the other hand, 
Woods [12] showed that clad alloy melting initiated at the clad-core interface, where the melting 
point is locally reduced due to the diffusion of elements from the core (i.e. Mg and Cu), and 
progressed to the surface of the sheet. Melting of the clad alloy is clearly a complex phenomenon, 
particularly in the initial stages of the process. 
 
 
Fig. 2-7 Post-braze microstructure (a) far away from joints (i.e. clad residue) and (b) at brazed 
joint locations. Reprinted from International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, vol. 48, 
Sekulic et al., Dendritic growth in Al–Si alloys during brazing. Part 1: Experimental evidence 
and kinetics, pp. 2372-2384 © 2005, with permission from Elsevier [48]. 
 
The liquid clad alloy, which accumulates at the joint faying surfaces throughout the 
assembly, solidifies to form the permanent brazed joint upon cooling of the assembly (Fig. 2-7b).  
Prior work has shown that the brazed joint topography observed in Fig. 2-7b can be predicted by 
minimizing the liquid clad membrane potential energy (EP) given in Eq. 5 [46]: 
 
 𝐸𝑃 = 𝐸𝑠 + 𝐸𝑔 + 𝐸𝑤 Eq. 5 
 
where Es is the surface energy of the liquid membrane with the atmosphere, Eg is the gravitational 
potential energy of the liquid brazed fillet, and Ew is the energy associated with the wetted 
interface. Minimization of the potential energy requires minimizing the sum of the three energy 




Since the liquid is essentially a binary Al-Si alloy, the main phases present after 
solidification can be predicted from the Al-rich end of the binary phase diagram (Fig. 2-8). Upon 
cooling from the liquid phase, primary Al-Si solid solution α-dendrites first begin to grow from 
the core alloy surface [48]. The volume fraction of α-dendrites increases with higher brazing 
temperatures, due to increased dissolution of the core by the liquid clad during the dwell at the 
brazing temperature. Dendrites continue to grow as the assembly is further cooled, and 
eventually the remaining liquid solidifies to form the Al-Si eutectic structure. Core alloy 
dissolution by the liquid clad at the brazed joint has been reported to lead to the presence of α-
Al(Mn, Fe)Si particles on the surface of the re-solidified joint [17, 20]. 
 
 
Fig. 2-8 Al-rich end of the binary Al-Si phase diagram used to predict phases present in re-
solidified clad alloy. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Springer, Bulletin of 
Alloy Phase Diagrams, The Al-Si (Aluminum-Silicon) System, Murray and McAlister © 1984 
[49]. 
 
2.4. Secondary Phenomena During Brazing 
Due to the thermomechanical processing history and multi-alloy nature of the Al brazing 
sheet, a number of phenomena secondary to braze joint formation can occur, which can alter the 
brazing performance and corrosion resistance of the sheet. This section describes a number of 




2.4.1. Solid State Diffusion 
During warm forming, the Al brazing sheet is held at the forming temperature during 
forming. Due to the composition difference of the brazing sheet layers, a diffusion couple is 
naturally established when the sheet is heated, where Si diffuses out of the clad and into the core. 
While “long life” brazing sheets are designed to take advantage of the inward diffusion of Si to 
form the “band of dense precipitates” in the core (section 2.5), extensive Si diffusion reduces the 
mass of clad alloy which melts upon reaching the brazing temperature, impairing the formation 
of brazed joints. 
 Terrill [50] observed that a region of the clad alloy adjacent to the core became depleted 
of Si when the sheet was held at high temperatures, as shown schematically in Fig. 2-9. The Si 
content in the depleted zone is sufficiently reduced such that the melting temperature increases 
and, consequently, the zone does not melt upon reaching the brazing temperature. Consequently, 
the depleted zone does not contribute to brazed joint formation. 
 
 
Fig. 2-9 Clad alloy thickness (a) before and (b) after a high temperature isothermal hold. The 
Si-depleted zone develops adjacent to the clad-core interface, as indicated by the reduction of 
Si particles in this region. Reprinted from Welding Journal (May, 1966) © American Welding 
Society, with permission [50]. 
 
An analytical solution for the depleted zone thickness as a function of isothermal hold 
time and temperature was derived from Fick’s second diffusion law and conservation of mass 
(Eq. 6) [50].The amount of Si from the depleted zone thickness (area abcf in Fig. 2-10) was 
equated to the area under the diffusion profile (area bcde). Assuming the Si concentration in the 
clad layer remains constant and equal to the solid solubility at the test temperature, the depleted 











where ci is the nominal clad alloy Si composition, c0 is the solid solubility of Si in Al at the test 
temperature, t is the isothermal hold time, and D is the Si diffusion coefficient. The model was 




Fig. 2-10 Development of Si diffusion profile in the core alloy due to the formation of the 
depleted zone. Reprinted from Welding Journal (May, 1966) © American Welding Society, 
with permission [50]. 
 
Turriff et al. [51] studied the suppression of liquid clad formation due to solid state 
diffusion, by measuring the reduction in melting peak area after high temperature holds using 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), where the melting peak area is proportional to the mass 
of clad alloy undergoing melting. While a continual decrease in melting peak area was found 
with increasing hold time at 500 °C, the authors concluded that the reduction of liquid clad alloy 
formation due to solid state diffusion of Si was insignificant, particularly compared to the clad 
loss after melting. Benoit et al. [52] corroborated these findings, showing that clad loss due to 
Si solid state diffusion was significant only for holds above 500 °C. However, it was 
experimentally shown that a depleted zone at least 3 µm thick forms during heating to the brazing 
temperature if the heating rate is 20 °C/min or less, even in the absence of a high temperature 
hold. Such a depleted zone thickness may be significant for braze joint formation, particularly 
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for thinner sheets with correspondingly thin clad layers. Since warm forming of Al brazing sheet 
is performed below 325 °C, a depleted zone greater than what forms during heating to the brazing 
temperature is not expected to develop as a result of warm forming. Thus, clad loss due to solid 
state diffusion will not be given further consideration in this thesis. 
 
2.4.2. Core Alloy Recovery and Recrystallization 
As previously noted, dislocations are imparted to the Al brazing sheet during forming, 
which are a source of stored energy. While dislocations are thermodynamically unstable and 
should be eliminated spontaneously, this is not the case, as the atomistic processes required to 
do so are sluggish at room temperature [24]. The basic principle behind annealing heat treatments 
of metals is to provide the activation energy required for the processes that reduce the stored 
energy associated with the deformed microstructure. During heat exchanger production, the 
brazing temperature profile is a (non-isothermal) heat treatment for the deformed sheet. This 
section discusses the two main processes which can occur in the core alloy during brazing: 
recovery and recrystallization.  
During heating of lightly deformed sheet, rearrangement and annihilation occurs by 
dislocation glide and climb to form lower energy, metastable sub-structures, such as dislocation 
cells and sub-grains. As the dislocations are not fully eliminated, these sub-structures represent 









where γs is the sub-structure boundary specific energy and D is the sub-structure diameter. The 
final recovered microstructure depends on the level of applied strain and annealing time, as noted 
in the Nes model [53], where finer sub-structures are obtained with greater applied strain and 
shorter annealing times. The recovered microstructure stored energy is problematic for Al 
brazing sheet, as it provides a driving force for liquid clad penetration into the core during 
brazing (section 2.4.3).  
Full recovery is limited to lightly strained materials. As the amount of applied strain 
increases, the driving force for recrystallization also increases. If substantial recovery occurs 
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during annealing, recrystallization may be inhibited due to a reduced driving force; conversely, 
if recrystallization occurs during annealing, eliminating stored deformation energy, recovery can 
not occur [24]. Two recrystallization mechanisms relevant to Al brazing sheet are discussed here: 
strain induced boundary migration (SIBM) and the nucleation and growth of new grains. 
Recrystallization in Al alloys which are moderately deformed (i.e. up to 20 %) has been 
shown to be dominated by SIBM [54], shown schematically in Fig. 2-11. The driving force for 
SIBM is a difference in stored deformation energy across an existing grain boundary, which may 
originate from a difference in dislocation accumulation rates during deformation. During SIBM, 
part of a pre-existing boundary bulges into an adjacent grain of higher stored energy, leaving the 
region behind the migrating boundary with a lower dislocation density. It has been shown that 
the SIBM can initiate from a single or multiple sub-grains, depending on the extent of recovery 
which has occurred. In either case, the critical radius for grain boundary bulging is directly 
proportional to the grain boundary energy, and inversely proportional to the difference in stored 
energies across the boundary [24, 55]. Second phase particles exert a pinning pressure on the 
boundary, which increases the critical radius for SIBM.  
 
 
Fig. 2-11 A segment of a pre-existing grain boundary bulging into a grain of higher stored 
energy due to SIBM, lowering the dislocation density in area behind the migrating boundary. 
Reprinted from Scripta Materialia, vol. 36, Bate and Hutchinson, A re-evaluation of the 
mechanism of SIBM, pp. 195-198 © 1997, with permission from Elsevier [55]. 
 
A coarse and elongated microstructure characteristic of SIBM has been found in studies 
of Al brazing sheet, and has been correlated with good predicted brazing performance [56, 57]. 
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An example of SIBM in Al brazing sheet strained between 5 % and 10 % and subjected to a 
simulated brazing heat treatment can be seen in Fig. 2-12. 
 
 
Fig. 2-12 SIBM in the post-brazed core alloy of Al brazing sheet strained between 5% and 10% 
prior to brazing. The core alloy grains are elongated and have a thickness in the order of the 
sheet thickness. Image reproduced with permission [57]. 
 
Recrystallization by nucleation and growth of new grains becomes significant at levels 
of deformation greater than what is required for SIBM. A number of empirical laws have been 
developed to describe the relationship between thermomechanical processing and 
recrystallization [58]; a sub-set of the laws most pertinent to the current work are as follows: 
 
1. Recrystallization requires a minimum amount of deformation to occur. The deformed 
microstructure provides nucleation sites for new grains, and the deformation energy 
provides the driving force for the growth of new grains. 
 
2. The recrystallized grain size is inversely related to the level of deformation. As the 
amount of deformation increases, more nucleation sites are provided per unit volume.  
 
3. The recrystallization temperature decreases with increasing deformation. The driving 
force for recrystallization increases with strain, allowing nucleation and growth to occur 
at lower temperatures. 
 
4. Increasing the deformation temperature increases the recrystallization temperature. 
Dynamic recovery can occur during elevated temperature forming, reducing the 




Nucleation and growth is particularly relevant for the microstructural evolution of sheet 
products with different levels of rolling reduction from the cast ingot, such as Al brazing sheets 
in the H temper. It has been shown that the recrystallized grains of cold rolled sheets tend to be 
elongated along the rolling direction [2, 21]. In particular, Puchi-Cabrera et al. [59] showed that 
the recrystallized grains in cold rolled and non-isothermally annealed AA3003 sheet were 
elongated, due to the alignment of second phase particles along the rolling direction, which pin 
grain boundaries and retard growth in the transverse direction. Furthermore, a number of studies 
related to the recrystallized microstructures of rolled Al brazing sheet have come to the same 
conclusion: coarse recrystallized grains are desirable for enhanced brazing performance, 
compared to fine recrystallized grains, as the coarse grains limit the number of high diffusivity 
grain boundaries for liquid clad penetration [60, 61, 62, 63]. The variation in recrystallized grain 
size after simulated brazing, with the corresponding sheet sagging distance (SD), can be seen in 
Fig. 2-13 for various rolling reduction and annealing temperature combinations. As a large 
sagging distance indicates loss of sheet rigidity during brazing and is therefore undesirable, the 





Fig. 2-13 Post-brazed core alloy microstructure, recrystallized grain size (d), and sagging 
distance (SD) for sheets inter-annealed at/cold rolled to (a) 327°C/30%, (b) 327°C/45%, (c) 
417°C/30%, and (d) 417°C/10%. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Springer, 
Journal of Materials Science Letters, Sagging resistance of cold rolled aluminum 
4343/3N03/4343 clad sheet, Yoon et al. © 2001 [56]. 
 
2.4.3. Liquid Film Migration 
The liquid clad alloy exists on the surface of the solid core alloy during brazing, due to 
the clad alloy liquidus temperature being lower than the core alloy solidus. As a result, a number 
of interactions can occur between the liquid clad and solid core during brazing. Wittebrood [14] 
grouped the interactions discussed in literature into three general categories: 
 
1. Core alloy dissolution: a static liquid clad alloy dissolves part of the core alloy surface, 
increasing the total liquid volume and the volume fraction of α-dendrites formed in the 




2. Core alloy erosion: liquid clad alloy flowing under the influence of an external force, 
such as gravity or capillary action, locally dissolves the core alloy in the region where 
the liquid flows, reducing the core thickness. 
 
3. Liquid film migration (LFM): the movement of a liquid clad film through the sheet 
thickness causes local core dissolution, and the re-distribution of alloying elements in the 
region the liquid film has passed through. 
 
LFM has been observed in a number of material systems as outlined by Yoon [64], and 
results in a number of characteristic microstructural changes. The phenomenon was first 
characterized in Al brazing sheets by Woods [12], where the occurrence of LFM during brazing 
reduced the liquid clad flow by up to 75 %, and was therefore considered detrimental to brazing. 
LFM in Al brazing sheet has been shown to depend on the level of strain applied to the sheet 
prior to brazing. Given that the objective of this thesis is to understand the relationship between 
warm forming and brazing, the remainder of this section focuses on LFM. The LFM mechanism 




Fig. 2-14 Schematic representation of the LFM process in Al brazing sheet. Image modified 
with permission [14]. 
 
When the liquid clad which forms during melting is not drawn away to a joint by surface 
tension, it is attracted to the grain boundaries at the core alloy surface by capillary action, and 
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completely wets the boundaries [65]. Since the wetted boundary has a lower energy than high 
angle (solid) grain boundaries, the wetted boundary is able to migrate with a smaller critical 
radius or stored energy than what is required for strain induced boundary migration (SIBM) [14]. 
As the liquid film begins to migrate, the core alloy directly ahead of the film dissolves, reducing 
the remaining core layer thickness. Furthermore, the liquid film dissolves second phase particles 
in the core as it passes, enriching the film with Mn, Fe, and Cu [12, 16]. It has also been shown 
that if the film accumulates large quantities of heavier alloying elements, such as Fe, regions of 
the film begin to drag and eventually detach as discrete pools behind the film [57, 66]. 
As the film migrates, a solid solution consistent with the equilibrium solidus composition 
(i.e. Si-rich) is precipitated in the region behind the film [67, 68], which is reported to epitaxially 
grow from the clad grains originally at the interface with the core [12, 69]. Thus, as the liquid 
film moves, it continually loses Si to the newly precipitated solid solution. In order for the film 
to remain liquid, it must be replenished with Si, which has been shown to occur by Si transport 
from the remaining liquid clad at the sheet surface, along the boundaries of the precipitated 
grains, and to the migrating film [14, 70]. By removing Si from the remaining clad alloy, LFM 
causes partial solidification of the remaining liquid filler alloy, impairing brazing performance 
[16, 71]. The solid solution precipitated behind the film (i.e. the LFM affected area), is void of 
second phase particles, confirming that they are dissolved by the film. Due to the high alloying 
content of the film, a band of intermetallic particles develops at the interface with the remaining 
core alloy when the film solidifies.  
The extent to which LFM occurs depends on the amount of strain imparted to the Al 
brazing sheet prior to brazing, where the depth of LFM into the core alloy has a non-linear 
relationship with applied strain [69]. The relationship between LFM and applied strain has been 
shown to be related to the core alloy microstructure after brazing. In Fig. 2-15, the ratio of the 
clad alloy solidification energy after simulated brazing to the initial melting energy, which 
indicates the relative amount of liquid clad alloy lost during brazing, was a non-linear function 
of applied strain [57]. The post-braze microstructures for a number of strains are also shown. It 
can be seen that for conditions where the energy ratio was lowest (i.e. 2 % - 4 % strain), the 
microstructure consisted of a fine-grained core alloy, and large blocky grains at the sheet surface 
protruding into the core, characteristic of the LFM-affected area. A clear difference in 
microstructure was found at higher strains (i.e. 8 %), where the core was characterized by coarse 
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Fig. 2-15 The effect of applied strain on the relative amount of liquid clad remaining after a 
brazing heat treatment, a measure of the extent of LFM, and the post-braze microstructure. 
Image reproduced with permission [14]. 
 
Numerous LFM driving forces have been proposed in literature. The most comprehensive 
analysis of the proposed driving forces was conducted by Wittebrood [14], where the viability 
of each driving force was first evaluated on a free energy change basis. After eliminating 
proposed mechanisms with a positive free energy change, the remaining driving forces were 
evaluated through additional analysis of experimental observations. At the end of the analysis, it 
was concluded that the most feasible driving force was the reduction of stored deformation 
energy in the core alloy by the passage of a liquid film. As a result, LFM in brazing sheet was 
proposed to be a special case of the general process, differing in driving force but resulting in 
the same microstructure changes, and was classified as strain induced LFM. Beginning with the 
driving pressure for grain boundary migration during recrystallization, the driving pressure (P) 
















where α is a constant equal to 0.5, ρf is the dislocation density in front of the liquid film, G is the 
shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector, γb is the grain boundary energy, and R is the radius of 
the grain growing into the deformed structure. It was proposed that as the liquid film moves, it 
consumes dislocations in the core alloy, reducing the stored energy, and leaves a dislocation-free 
solid solution (i.e. the affected area) in its wake [14]. Unfortunately, conclusive evidence for a 
recovered core alloy after brazing in samples where LFM occurred was not presented in 
Wittebrood’s study, although some residual stored energy was observed. However, a recovered 
core alloy ahead of the liquid film and dislocation free region behind the liquid film was shown 
in other studies [65, 72].  
 According to Eq. 8, the driving pressure for LFM monotonically increases with the 
dislocation density in the core alloy, and thus is in competition with recrystallization for the same 
driving force. Three possible outcomes of this competition to reduce stored energy during 
brazing were noted, as shown schematically in Fig. 2-16. In lightly strained Al brazing sheet (1 
in Fig. 2-16), the dislocation density in the core alloy is too low to trigger either recrystallization 
or LFM during brazing. The post-braze microstructure in this case is characterized by a non-
recrystallized core alloy with a re-solidified clad alloy at the sheet surface (e.g. leftmost 
micrograph in Fig. 2-15). As more strain is imparted to the sheet, the stored energy increases (2 
in Fig. 2-16), and recovery occurs in the core alloy during heating to the brazing temperature. 
Upon reaching the clad alloy melting temperature, the recovered sub-structure provides a 
sufficiently high driving pressure for LFM to occur (e.g. center two micrographs in Fig. 2-15). 
As the strain is further increased (3 in Fig. 2-16), the dislocation density is sufficiently high to 
trigger recrystallization during heating, resulting in a coarse grained core alloy with a 
significantly reduced dislocation density. Upon reaching the clad alloy melting temperature, the 
driving pressure for LFM is eliminated, and the liquid clad alloy remains at the surface (e.g. 





Fig. 2-16 Competition between recrystallization and LFM during heating for Al brazing sheet 
with varying levels of applied strain (i.e. different stored energy driving forces, P). Image 
modified with permission [14]. 
 
2.5. Corrosion of Al Brazing Sheet 
As manufacturers use thinner gauge Al brazing sheets in heat exchanger production, 
sheet perforation due to corrosive attack is a concern [13]. A number of corrosion modes have 
been identified in automotive heat exchangers, including galvanic, pitting, intergranular, crevice, 
and erosion corrosion [1]. Some of these attack modes can be attributed to component design 
(e.g. crevice) or operating parameters such as coolant velocity (e.g. erosion). In some instances, 
galvanic corrosion is used to provide cathodic protection to critical component (e.g. coolant 
tubes), by joining them to fins made from less noble alloys (e.g. Zn-containing AA7xxx series). 
Pitting, intergranular, and (micro) galvanic corrosion modes depend on the phases present at the 
microstructure level and the service environment, and are the focus of this section. 
The progression of corrosive attack through the brazing sheet when exposed to a chloride 
(Cl-)-containing environment was first described by Isobe et al. [13]. The heat exchanger 
external surface may be exposed to chlorides from, for example, de-icing road salts, while 
chlorides could be present at the internal surfaces if contaminated make-up water is used in lieu 
of antifreeze. As previously discussed, the main phases present at the re-solidified surface of the 
sheet include primary Al-Si solid solution (in the form of α-dendrites, the LFM affected area, or 
the clad residue), eutectic Al, and eutectic Si. Using measured composition data from each phase, 
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the corrosion potentials (vs. saturated calomel electrode) were calculated to be -0.85 V, -0.84 V, 
-0.83 V, and -0.26 V for the core alloy, eutectic Al, primary Al, and eutectic Si, respectively.  
Thus, the eutectic Al was calculated to be 10 mV less noble than the primary Al, and is coupled 
to the relatively noble Si particles in the eutectic structure. As a result, preferential anodic 
dissolution of the eutectic Al phase occurs, with the cathodic reaction proposed to occur 
predominantly on the Si particles. However, Meijers [19] argued that while Si assists in initiating 
corrosion, the Si needles are not a strong cathode. The corrosive attack then progresses 
intergranularly, toward the interface between the re-solidified clad and core alloy, where 
intermetallic particles may be present, and a pit forms at the interface. An example of corrosive 
attack through the re-solidified clad layer, after anodic polarization to 1 V above the sheet open 
circuit potential in a 5 wt% sodium chloride (NaCl) solution, can be seen in Fig. 2-17 [73]. From 
the figure, it is clear that corrosion initiates at the grain boundaries between the primary Al 
grains, and progresses intergranularly toward the interface. From section 2.4.3, it can be 
understood why LFM is undesirable from a corrosion standpoint. The Si penetration between 
the LFM-affected area grains provides a convenient pathway for corrosive attack deep into the 
core, and the intermetallic particles present at the interface make the region more susceptible to 
corrosive attack. As the corrosive attack continues, the pit environment becomes more acidic, 
and the Cl- concentration increases to maintain electro-neutrality. At this point, the pit becomes 








Fig. 2-17 Microstructure of brazed sheet after 1V anodic polarization above open circuit 
potential in 5 wt% NaCl solution. Reprinted from Electrochimica Acta, vol. 104, Norouzi 
Afshar et al., A combined electron probe micro analysis and scanning Kelvin probe force 
microscopy study of a modified AA4xxx/AA3xxx aluminium brazing sheet, pp. 48-63 © 2013, 
with permission from Elsevier [73]. 
 
While Si diffusion can suppress liquid clad formation, it has also been used to improve 
corrosion resistance in so-called ‘long life’ brazing sheets. These sheets are reported to have at 
least a five-fold increase in the time to sheet perforation in the Sea water acetic acid test 
(SWAAT), a severe accelerated corrosion test environment, compared to conventional AA3003 
and AA3005 alloys [2]. The enhanced corrosion resistance is achieved through the formation of 
a sacrificial layer called the ‘band of dense precipitates’ (BDP). As previously noted, Mn is 
present in the core as second phase particles and in super saturated solid solution with the Al 
matrix. When Si diffuses into the core alloy, Mn is forced out of solution to form α-Al(Mn, Fe)Si 
particles [19]. Due to the lower Mn content in solid solution, the corrosion potential of the core 
matrix in the diffusion zone becomes more negative than the remainder of the core by 
approximately 30 mV; this slight difference in corrosion potentials has been shown to be 
sufficient to change the corrosion morphology [3]. The BDP formation is enhanced by super-
saturation of Mn in the core matrix prior to brazing, which can be achieved by not homogenizing 
the core ingot, and maintaining a low Si content in the core prior to brazing. The BDP effect has 
been shown to be even more effective if the core alloy contains Cu, since Cu diffuses from the 
core toward the Cu-lean clad alloy [20]. The Cu diffusion leads to a depletion of Cu in solid 
solution in the BDP region, resulting in a more negative corrosion potential. However, Norouzi 
Afshar et al. showed that Cu can accumulate in the eutectic structure of the re-solidified clad, 
increasing the susceptibility to intergranular corrosion [20]. The net effect of the post-braze 
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alloying element distribution on the calculated corrosion potential through the sheet thickness is 
presented in Fig. 2-18.  
 
 
Fig. 2-18 Calculated corrosion potential through the thickness of the Al brazing sheet due to 
the re-distribution of alloying elements after brazing. Image reproduced with permission [1]. 
 
When the corrosive attack reaches the BDP in the long life alloys, the attack is deflected 
laterally rather than through the sheet thickness, due to the more negative corrosion potential of 
the matrix in the diffusion zone. An example of the typical corrosion morphology for a long life 
sheet is given in Fig. 2-19, after exposure to the SWAAT environment for 6 weeks. Clearly, the 
corrosive attack has been restricted to the surface of the sheet, rather than progressing through 
the thickness of the core. 
 
 
Fig. 2-19 Corrosion morphology of long life brazing sheet after 6 weeks exposure to the 
SWAAT environment. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Springer, Metallurgical 
and Materials Transactions A, Microstructural control in an aluminum core alloy for brazing 




2.6. Summary  
Warm forming has emerged as a promising technique for the production of innovative 
Al alloy heat exchanger technologies, by increasing the forming limits of Al brazing sheets, and 
enabling the use of higher strength sheets by reducing springback. The relationship between 
room temperature sheet deformation, post-brazed microstructure, and corrosion resistance have 
been well studied. However, no assessment of the brazing and corrosion performance of warm 
formed Al brazing sheet has been conducted. The following chapters present the first studies to 
elucidate the relationship between warm forming and brazing performance, and discuss the 




3. Effect of Sheet Temper, Strain, and Forming Temperature on 
Metallurgical Reactions During Brazing1 
 
3.1. Introduction 
Warm forming is a promising manufacturing technique to improve forming limits and 
component flatness of multi-layered Al brazing sheet. However, metallurgical reactions that 
occur between the clad and core during brazing have not been studied for warm formed sheet. 
An understanding of how an increase in forming temperature changes the microstructure that 
evolves during brazing and the severity of liquid film migration (LFM) is needed; this chapter 
details the research conducted to investigate this relationship.  
In this chapter, the strains imparted to the sheet during forming were simulated by 
performing interrupted tensile tests on Al brazing sheet dog bone specimens at room temperature 
(RT) and 250 °C. To determine the effect of the initial sheet condition on the response to forming 
temperature and predicted brazing performance, fully annealed (i.e. O), and work hardened and 
partially annealed (i.e. H24) sheet tempers were used. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
has previously been shown to be a powerful method to quantify the rate of solid-liquid 
interactions during brazing [43, 51]. It has also been shown that DSC is capable of discriminating 
between slight differences in initial sheet condition (i.e. grain size and applied strain), and that 
thermal data have a strong correlation with measured braze joint fillet area [71]. Therefore, DSC 
was used in this chapter to quantify the kinetics of the metallurgical interactions occurring 
between the clad and core alloys during brazing, to elucidate the effect of warm forming on 
brazing performance. The thermal analysis results were corroborated with microstructure 
analysis and chemical composition measurements.  
 
3.2. Experimental Procedure 
3.2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation 
Industrially produced Al brazing sheet, comprised of a modified AA3003 core alloy and 
a single AA4045 clad layer, was used in the current investigation. The compositions of both Al 
                                                 
1 The contents of this chapter have been adapted with permission from Springer Nature: Springer, Metallurgical 
and Materials Transactions A, Liquid film migration in warm formed aluminum brazing sheet, M. J. Benoit, M. A. 
Whitney, M. A. Wells, H. Jin, S. Winkler ©  2017. 
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alloy layers are given in Table 3-1. The core alloy composition was determined by performing 
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) after removing the clad 
alloy layer by chemical etching with a sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution. Prior to etching, the 
core alloy was masked with tape, and etching progressed until at least 30 µm of sheet thickness 
was removed from the clad layer surface. The clad alloy composition was then calculated by 
performing ICP-OES on the full brazing sheet, and subtracting the weighted core alloy 
composition. The measurements were conducted by Cambridge Materials Testing, and were 
performed in accordance with ASTM E1479 and ASTM E1097 [75, 76]. 
 
Table 3-1 Composition of the Al alloys used in the brazing sheet in wt% (bal. Al). 
Sheet Layer Si Mn Cu Fe Other 
Clad 9.19 - 0.11 0.10 ≤0.08 
Core 0.18 0.86 0.64 0.33 ≤0.08 
 
Industrially produced brazing sheets with two different initial sheet conditions (i.e. 
tempers) were used in the current investigation. Fully annealed (i.e. O temper) sheet was used as 
a baseline to determine the effect of applied strain and forming temperature on brazing kinetics. 
Sheets which were work hardened and partially annealed to half hardness (i.e. H24 temper) were 
also studied, as these sheets exhibit greater strength and experience a greater level of springback 
after forming [9, 10, 11]. The starting microstructures for each sheet temper are given in Fig. 
3-1. The O temper sheet microstructure was revealed by etching the cross section with Keller’s 
reagent. The core alloy was characterized by a number of small grains from annealing, as well 
as larger elongated grains left over from the prior rolling during sheet production. Chemical 
etching was not able to reveal the microstructure of the H24 sheet, due to the highly deformed 
and elongated (i.e. pancaked) core alloy grains. Therefore, the H24 sheet microstructure was 
revealed using a FEI Helios NanoLab 650 focussed ion beam (FIB) microscope, using gallium 
ions (Ga+) and an accelerating voltage of 30 kV, and subsequent imaging of the surface by 
scanning electron microscopy. Both sheet tempers had a nominal sheet thickness of 200 µm, 
with a clad layer between 10 % (H24) and 13 % (O) of the total sheet thickness. Clad layer and 
overall sheet thickness measurements for both sheet tempers are given in Table 3-2. The Al 
brazing sheets described in this section were used for all of the experiments contained in this 




Fig. 3-1 Initial core grain structure of (a) O and (b) H24 sheet tempers. Cross sections were 
taken along the sheet rolling direction. 
 
Table 3-2 Measured clad layer and overall sheet thicknesses of O and H24 sheets (n=10). 
Sheet Temper Overall Sheet (µm) Clad Layer (µm) 
O 202.7 ± 1.5 25.8 ± 1.2 
H24 203.2 ± 0.5 22.3 ± 1.1 
 
Forming was simulated by uniaxial stretching of the Al brazing sheet tensile specimens 
along the sheet rolling direction, using a tensile tester (Instron model 5697) equipped with a 
furnace (Instron model 3119-606). All tensile tests were performed at CanmetMATERIALS in 
Hamilton, ON. The tensile specimens had a nominal gauge length and width of 19 mm (0.75”) 
and 12.7 mm (0.5”), respectively. The sample geometry used for these tests was originally used 
for superplasticity tensile tests, but has also been used for soft and thin sheets, to avoid bending 
or twisting of the gauge length. The sample temperature was measured by clamping a 
thermocouple to the sheet surface at each of the tensile grips, and attaching a third thermocouple 
to the backside of the sample gauge length. A ventilation fan within the furnace chamber was 
also used to ensure temperature uniformity along the sample length. Prior to testing, the tensile 
specimens were allowed to equilibrate with the furnace, which took up to 30 min for forming at 
250 °C. Interrupted tensile tests were performed between 2 % and 12 % engineering strain, using 
a crosshead speed of 0.75 mm/min, resulting in an average strain rate of 6.6x10-4 s-1 for a nominal 
gauge length of 19 mm. Strain was recorded using an MTS video extensometer, using two points 
spaced approximately 12.7 mm apart along the gauge length; all uniaxial strains reported 
throughout this thesis are the average value between the extensometer markers. Samples of each 
sheet temper were stretched at RT, to determine the baseline dependence of LFM on applied 
strain. Warm forming was simulated with tensile tests performed at 250 °C, since improved 
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formability and springback reduction have been demonstrated at this temperature [7, 8, 9, 10, 
11]. 
 
3.2.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a thermal analysis technique, in which the 
temperature difference between a sample and a reference is measured as a function of test 
temperature. The sample, and a reference mass when required, are placed in separate crucibles, 
which are then placed on a platform within the DSC, referred to as the measuring head. Two 
thermocouples are located on the underside of the measuring head, directly below the sample 
and reference crucibles, in order to measure the temperature difference between the sample and 
reference. A correction file using two empty crucibles is performed prior to the test, to remove 
the thermal effects of the equipment from the thermal data. During the test, when a thermal event 
such as clad alloy melting occurs within the sample, the sample temperature begins to lag behind 
the reference, since additional heat input is required to continue to raise the sample temperature 
[77]. The additional heat flow appears as a peak in the thermal data and, after calibration of the 
measurement equipment, the integrated area below the peak is directly proportional to the mass 
of material undergoing the thermal event. 
A cyclic temperature profile (Fig. 3-2), which was originally developed by Corbin et al. 
[43], was used to quantify the rate of liquid clad alloy penetration into the core alloy during 
brazing. Samples were heated to a peak temperature of 600 °C to fully melt the clad alloy, held 
isothermally for 1 min, and were then cooled to 530 °C to completely solidify the remaining 
clad; this cycle was repeated until no liquid clad remained. Clad alloy melting began at 574 °C 
during each heating segment, as indicated by the top row of red dots in Fig. 3-2, and an 
endothermic peak appeared in the DSC data during each cycle. Conversely, solidification of the 
remaining liquid clad ended around 550 °C (i.e. the bottom row of red dots) during each cooling 
segment, which resulted in an exothermic peak in the data. The amount of Si present in the clad 
alloy is reduced during each temperature cycle, due to Si diffusion from the liquid into the core 
alloy or by the formation of the LFM affected area, both of which increase the melting point of 
the remaining clad and, consequently, reduces the amount of clad which can melt during the 
subsequent cycle.  Since the peak areas are proportional to the mass of clad alloy undergoing the 
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phase change [77], the reduction in the melting peak area with an increasing number of thermal 
cycles was used to estimate the remaining clad alloy as a function of time. 
 
 
Fig. 3-2 Cyclic temperature profile used to study the rate of liquid clad alloy depletion during 
simulated brazing. Clad melting initiation and solidification completion are indicated by points 
on heating and cooling segments, respectively. 
 
DSC samples 4.8 mm in diameter were manually punched from between the 
extensometer markers along the gauge length of the tensile test samples, with the punch pin in 
contact with the core layer, and were placed in alumina crucibles with the clad layer facing up. 
The crucible was then placed on the sample side of the DSC measuring head, and an empty 
crucible was used on the reference side. A Netzsch DSC 404C Pegasus instrument, calibrated to 
within ±1 °C of the melting onset temperature of pure Al and within ±2.6 % of the heat of fusion, 
was used for the experiments. A baseline correction file with empty crucibles was performed to 
remove machine and crucible effects from the thermal data. The furnace chamber was evacuated 
and subsequently back filled with 99.999 % purity nitrogen gas at a flow rate of 150 mL/min 
throughout testing. Heating and cooling rates were 20 °C/min below 500 °C and were lowered 
to 10 °C/min above 500 °C, to reduce lag in the thermal data [78]. Three replicates were 
conducted for each sheet temper-forming temperature-strain combination to demonstrate 
reproducibility; all reported thermal data are the average of three replicates, and error bars 




3.2.3. Microstructure and Composition Analysis 
Additional samples were punched from between the extensometer markers along the 
gauge length of the strained samples to investigate metallurgical changes which occur within the 
sheet during brazing. The DSC was used as a controlled atmosphere furnace, using the same 
conditions as detailed in the preceding section, with the exception of the temperature profile. To 
simulate brazing, samples were heated to 600 °C, held for 10 min, and were subsequently cooled, 
using the same heating and cooling rates as before. Samples were mounted such that the 
microstructure along the sheet rolling direction was visible in the cross-section, prepared for 
metallographic analysis using progressively finer sandpaper grit and diamond particle size, and 
etched with Keller’s reagent for 110 s to reveal the post-braze core microstructure. A Hitachi SU 
3500 scanning electron microscope (SEM), equipped with an energy dispersive x-ray 
spectroscopy (EDS) detector operated in spot mode using an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and 
acquisition time of 100 s, was used to obtain composition data to qualitatively confirm the 
occurrence of LFM during simulated brazing. The composition measurements were performed 
on the Al matrix in both the clad and core alloys, avoiding second phase particles. 
 
3.3. Results  
3.3.1. Warm Forming 
Experimental stress-strain curves for both sheet tempers and forming temperatures are 
given in Fig. 3-3. Work hardening was observed over the entire range of strains studied during 
RT stretching of the O temper sheet. Due to the highly deformed initial condition of the H24 
temper sheet, negligible work hardening was observed during RT stretching, and the ultimate 
tensile strength was reached at approximately 5 % strain. A slight decrease in the stress-strain 
data was observed beyond 5 % strain, indicating that necking occurred. The implications of strain 
non-uniformity at higher strains on the material characterization results will be discussed in 





Fig. 3-3 Experimental stress-strain curves of O and H24 temper Al brazing sheet during 
stretching at RT and 250 °C. 
 
Thermal softening and reduced work hardening were observed in Fig. 3-3 for both sheet 
tempers when the forming temperature was increased to 250 °C. The stress-strain curve for the 
O-250 °C condition is relatively flat compared to the RT curve, which, according to the 
Bergstrom model [26], suggests that at the relatively low strain rate used, the rate of dislocation 
re-mobilization is comparable to the rate of dislocation generation. Further inspection of the 
tensile data revealed that there was a very slight decrease in the stress around 8 % strain, 
indicating that necking occurred. The decrease in stress during forming is more apparent for the 
H24-250 °C condition, where the ultimate tensile strength was reached almost immediately, after 
which the tensile curve displayed a negative slope, indicative of necking. Part of this reduction 
could also be attributed to dynamic recovery by thermally activated mobilization of dislocations 
in the highly cold worked material, and this will be discussed further in section 3.4.2. As 
discussed in section 2.2, material deformation at elevated temperatures becomes less dependent 
on strain hardening and more dependent on strain rate hardening. While uniform elongation 
decreases due to the reduction in work hardening, the amount of non-uniform elongation to 
failure increases by the development of a diffuse neck, due to positive strain rate sensitivity [30]. 
As noted by Ghosh [79], strain changes gradually through a diffuse neck, and for practical 
purposes, much of the post-uniform elongation may be considered uniform. Moreover, as noted 
by Hosford and Duncan [80], deformation within a diffuse neck usually occurs over a length 
approximately equal to the width of the sample. This was confirmed by Kahl et al. [81], who 
showed that the length of a diffuse neck in AA3003 samples strained at 250 °C was nearly twice 
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the width of the sample. Thus, for the warm formed uniaxial samples in this thesis, necking is 
assumed to be diffuse rather than localized, and the strain through the gauge length is assumed 
to be relatively uniform. Again, this assumption will be discussed in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. 
 
3.3.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
For a single temperature cycle, the liquid duration time (LDT) is defined as the time 
between the onset of clad melting during heating at the eutectic temperature of 574 °C to the 
time when the last liquid solidifies during cooling around 550 °C. The LDT for a single 
temperature cycle is indicated in the heat flow trace Fig. 3-4. The thermal analysis results in this 
section are plotted against the cumulative LDT, since liquid clad can penetrate the core alloy 
along grain boundaries as soon as liquid forms [12]. For this study, the effect of applied strain 
and forming temperature on brazeability was inferred by the total LDT from all temperature 
cycles, until no liquid clad remained. Poor brazeability was inferred for forming conditions 
which had a short LDT, as this suggested that liquid clad filler metal would be rapidly depleted. 
As seen in Fig. 3-5, there is a continual decrease in the melting peak area with an increasing 
number of temperature cycles. However, it can also be seen from the figure that the number of 
melting peaks before complete liquid clad loss (i.e. zero peak area) depended on the level of 





Fig. 3-4 The LDT for a single temperature cycle is the time between the onset of clad melting 
and the end of solidification, indicated by the vertical dashed lines. The temperature profile 
during heating and cooling is indicated by the dashed red and blue lines, respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 3-5 Melting peak area reduction with an increasing number of temperature cycles for O 
temper sheet stretched at RT to (a) 4 % and (b) 10 % engineering strain. 
 
When the melting peak area from each temperature cycle was measured and plotted 
against the cumulative LDT, there was a continual decrease in peak area with increasing LDT 
for all forming conditions (Fig. 3-6). It is clear from Fig. 3-6a and b that the rate of melting peak 
area reduction was not the same at all levels of strain in the O temper sheet. Fig. 3-6a revealed 
that the rate of melting peak area reduction did not change monotonically with RT applied strain, 
while Fig. 3-6b showed that the reduction in melting peak area became more rapid with 
increasing applied strain at 250 °C. From Fig. 3-6c and d, the melting peak area for H24 sheet 
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also decreased with increasing LDT; however, no obvious dependence of the rate of peak area 
reduction on applied strain and forming temperature was observed. Furthermore, it can be seen 
that the H24 temper thermal data have excellent repeatability in all cases, as evidenced by the 
small error bars, which suggests that any strain non-uniformity caused by necking in the samples 
does not impact the thermal data. Indeed, in many cases the error bars for the thermal data 
corresponding to the relatively highly strained H24 temper sheet are smaller than those of the O 
temper data, where the strain distribution in the gauge length is more uniform. 
 
 
Fig. 3-6 Melting peak area reduction with increasing LDT after forming to different levels of 





3.3.3. Microstructure and Composition  
Post-braze microstructures and composition measurements for a number of forming 
conditions are given in Fig. 3-7 to Fig. 3-11. The dependence of the O temper post-braze 
microstructure on RT applied strain can be seen in Fig. 3-7.  At 4 % strain (Fig. 3-7a), the core 
grains were similar to the pre-braze condition (Fig. 3-1a), but large grains similar in morphology 
to those characteristic of LFM were found protruding into the core alloy at the sheet surface. The 
large surface grains were also void of second phase particles, even in the areas where the core 
alloy was originally. When the strain was increased to 6 % and 12 % (Fig. 3-7b and c), a dramatic 
change in the core grain structure from the pre-braze condition was observed, where the post-
braze core was characterized by very coarse grains elongated along the sheet rolling direction. 
Drastic changes of this nature have been previously attributed to recrystallization by strain 
induced boundary migration (SIBM) during brazing [57, 70]. LFM attack on the core alloy in 
these conditions was consequently reduced or eliminated, and a residual clad layer of relatively 
uniform thickness was observed, with some Al-Si eutectic phase present at the sheet surface.  
 
 
Fig. 3-7 Post-braze microstructure for O temper sheet formed at RT to engineering strains of 
(a) 4 %, (b) 6 %, and (c) 12 %. The LFM-area affected is indicated in (a), and the approximate 
interface between the core and residual clad is indicated by the dashed white line in (b) and (c). 
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EDS measurements of Si and Mn concentration after simulated brazing of RT formed O 
temper sheet are given in Fig. 3-8. For the sample strained to 4 %, the Si level through the LFM 
grains at the sheet surface was high, around the solidus composition of Si in Al at 600 °C, while 
beyond these grains, a diffusion profile was observed far into the core. Over the same distances, 
the Mn level was observed to be very low in the LFM grains, after which a diffusion profile 
opposite that of Si was observed until the concentration approached the initial core level. On the 
other hand, for the sample strained to 10 %, the maximum Si concentration near the sheet surface 




Fig. 3-8 Through-thickness EDS measurements of Si and Mn concentrations after simulated 
brazing of the O-RT forming condition strained to (a) 4 % and (b) 10 % engineering strain. Si 
content of the core alloy as measured by ICP-OES is indicated by the dashed line. 
 
Post-brazed micrographs of warm formed O temper sheet are given in Fig. 3-9. The core 
grain microstructures were largely unchanged from the pre-braze condition, in that a number of 
small grains remain throughout the core in all cases. Large, precipitate-free grains characteristic 
of LFM were observed at the sheet surface, even at 10 % strain. Composition measurements 
(Fig. 3-10) were similar to O temper sheet stretched to low strains at RT (Fig. 3-8a), with regards 
to the depth of the LFM affected area and long diffusion profile into the core. Unlike the O-RT 






Fig. 3-9 Post-braze microstructure for O temper sheets formed at 250 °C to (a) 4 %, (b) 6 %, 
and (c) 10 % engineering strain. Areas affected by LFM are indicated in (b) and (c). 
 
 
Fig. 3-10 Through-thickness EDS measurements of Si and Mn concentrations after simulated 
brazing of the O-250 °C forming condition strained to (a) 4 % and (b) 10 % engineering strain. 
Si content of the core alloy as measured by ICP-OES is indicated by the dashed line. 
 
H24 post-brazed microstructures are shown in Fig. 3-11. A clear difference from the pre-
braze condition (Fig. 3-1b) was observed. While the core layer was initially characterized by 
very thin deformed grains, the core was comprised of coarse recrystallized grains after brazing. 
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The recrystallized microstructure and a thin, relatively uniform clad residue layer was observed 
in all forming conditions. Most important was the microstructure of the warm formed H24 sheet 
(Fig. 3-11c); although the sheet was strained at 250 °C, recrystallization still occurred during 
simulated brazing. Again, despite necking occurring in the sample during forming (localized or 
diffuse), the microstructure evolution in the sheet during brazing was not affected, due to the 
level of deformation imparted to the sheet to achieve the H24 temper. The H24 temper core alloy 
was able to recrystallize at all levels of strain, and any localized increase in strain due to a neck 
would only further increase the driving force for recrystallization. It is worth noting that while 
the H24 core grains recrystallized, the grain size appeared to be smaller than those resulting from 
SIBM (Fig. 3-7b and c). The H24 composition data (Fig. 3-12) suggested similar characteristics 
to recrystallized O temper sheet (Fig. 3-8b), which indicated liquid clad penetration into the core 
during brazing was not extensive. 
 
 
Fig. 3-11 Post-braze H24 microstructure (a) in the as-received condition, and after 6 % applied 
strain at (b) RT and (c) 250 °C. The estimated position of the interface between the core and 





Fig. 3-12 Through-thickness EDS measurements of Si and Mn concentrations after simulated 
brazing of H24 temper sheet strained to 6 % engineering strain at (a) RT and (b) 250 °C. Si 
content of the core alloy as measured by ICP-OES is indicated by the dashed line. 
 
3.4. Discussion 
3.4.1. Total Liquid Duration Time Calculation 
Fig. 3-6 indicated that the rate of melting peak area reduction (i.e. the rate of liquid clad 
removal) depends on strain and forming temperature for O temper sheet, but no relationship was 
clear for H24 sheet. To elucidate the effects of sheet temper, forming temperature, and applied 
strain, the peak area data were re-plotted against the square root of the cumulative LDT, a 
technique which has been shown to be effective for studying solid-liquid interactions in a number 
of material system [43, 78, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86]. The total LDT for complete liquid clad depletion, 
which was the parameter used to predict brazing performance in this chapter, was found by 
extrapolating the data to the x-axis. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 3-13 for two 
forming conditions; the difference in the rate of peak area reduction is clearly observed in the 





Fig. 3-13 Total LDT calculation method of re-plotting melting peak area data against the 
square root of the LDT and extrapolating to the x-axis. 
 
The measured initial melting peak areas (i.e. data points at 0 min) are less than the value 
expected for the clad layer thickness and melting enthalpy of a eutectic Al-Si alloy. Solid state 
diffusion of Si out of the clad layer during heating to the brazing temperature suppresses the 
formation of liquid clad through the formation of the depleted zone [50]. However, losses due to 
solid state diffusion were previously shown to be insufficient to fully explain the difference 
between the measured and theoretical melting enthalpies [52]. The development the non-melting 
clad residue layer during diffusion controlled melting of the clad, as described by Zhao and 
Sekulic [45], could explain part of the remaining discrepancy. Kuntz et al. [78] also noted a 
discrepancy between measured and theoretical enthalpy values at 0 min hold times when 
studying isothermal solidification using DSC, and proposed a number of correction factors to 
adjust their data. These corrections were based on ratios of melting and solidification peak areas, 
measured during various heating and cooling segments in the test temperature profile. One of 
the proposed correction factors was reported to account for primary solidification and epitaxial 
growth during isothermal holds, which is not detectable using DSC. The reduction in the initial 
melting energy in the current study occurs before an isothermal hold, so if primary solidification 
is to explain the reduced melting energy value, it would have to occur during melting. While 
primary solidification likely occurs during melting, due to enhanced Si diffusion with increasing 
temperatures, it is unlikely that this can explain the entire discrepancy in energy values, given 
the short duration over which the melting peak occurs.  
When the data extrapolation procedure was performed for all experimental trials, the total 
LDT as a function of strain and forming temperature was obtained for both sheet tempers (Fig. 
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3-14). From Fig. 3-14a, the relationship between total LDT and applied strain was not the same 
at both forming temperatures for O temper sheet. For RT forming, the LDT decreased with 
increasing levels of strain up to 4 %, indicating that liquid clad was being consumed more 
rapidly. As a result, the brazing performance of these forming conditions is predicted to be 
relatively poor. However, the LDT increased with increasing levels of strain above 4 %, which 
indicates that liquid clad is available for longer times at higher levels of strain, and thus improved 
brazing performance is expected at higher strains. The dependence of the O temper LDT on RT 
strain is in excellent agreement with previous studies, where the maximum extent of LFM 
occurred in sheets strained to between 2 % to 7.5 %, depending on how LFM was evaluated and 
the initial sheet conditions [12, 14, 57, 69, 70, 71]. 
 
 
Fig. 3-14 Total LDT for complete liquid clad removal as a function of strain for both forming 
temperatures in (a) O and (b) H24 temper sheets. 
 
The relationship between LDT and applied strain was different for warm formed O 
temper sheet. The LDT again initially decreased with increasing levels of strain, and reached a 
minimum LDT at a slightly higher strain (i.e. 8 %) than for RT stretching. Unlike for RT 
stretching, the LDT for warm formed samples did not increase at higher strains, but plateaued at 
the minimum value for the strains studied. Wittebrood et al. [71] showed that DSC data could 
accurately predict brazed joint fillet sizes; the comparatively low LDT at high strains indicates 
the possibility of undersized brazed joints in warm formed O temper sheet, due to relatively rapid 
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liquid clad loss by LFM during brazing. Therefore, the brazeability of warm formed O temper 
sheet is predicted to be inferior to RT strained sheet, particularly at high strains. 
The LDT of H24 sheet as a function of strain and forming temperature can be seen in 
Fig. 3-14b. No clear dependence on applied strain was observed at either forming temperature, 
as was suggested in Fig. 3-6c and d. Again, any strain non-uniformity introduced by necking 
does not appear to have influenced the thermal data, because the H24 sheet temper is already 
highly deformed. More important was the lack of dependence of the LDT on the forming 
temperature observed in Fig. 3-14b. Insensitivity to forming temperature is ideal for warm 
forming of Al brazing sheet, as this suggests that springback of high hardness sheet can be 
reduced through warm forming without adversely affecting the LDT and, hence, brazeability. 
 
3.4.2. Microstructural Evolution During Brazing 
O Temper 
As discussed in section 2.4.3 and shown schematically in Fig. 2-16, three possibilities 
exist for solid-liquid interactions during brazing of strained Al brazing sheet: (i) no detectable 
interaction, (ii) LFM, and (iii) recrystallization/SIBM [14]. At very low strains, insufficient 
stored energy is present in the core to provide a driving force for recrystallization or for liquid 
clad penetration, and no significant interaction is observed.  
With further increases in strain, penetration of liquid clad occurs due to LFM. Yang and 
Woods [69] proposed that the driving force for LFM in Al brazing sheet is the reduction of stored 
deformation energy in the core, and that the severity of the attack increases with applied strain, 
up to the point that recrystallization occurs. More recently, Wittebrood [14] evaluated all of the 
possible driving forces proposed in literature, and also concluded that a reduction of deformation 
energy was the most viable explanation, where the LFM driving force is directly proportional to 
the dislocation density ahead of the liquid film (Eq. 8, pg. 29). According to McElroy and 
Szkopiak [25], the dislocation density in a strained material is proportional to the square of the 
material flow stress, as stated in Eq. 1 (pg. 10). A connection between forming and LFM can be 
made by combining Eq. 1 and Eq. 8. In doing so, it can be seen that the driving force for LFM 
increases with the square of the flow stress, all other variables being equal. From Fig. 3-14a, it 
was found that the O temper LDT depended on both the level of applied strain and forming 
temperature. The increased rate of liquid clad loss for O temper sheet strained up to 4 % at RT 
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was due to an increasing driving pressure for LFM, due to the work hardening of the sheet. On 
the other hand, the rate of LDT reduction in warm formed O temper sheet was more gradual than 
for RT forming, and did not reach a minimum value until a greater applied strain. It can be 
concluded from Fig. 3-3 that the more gradual reduction in LDT was due to the reduced flow 
stress at 250 °C, which led to a lower driving pressure for LFM, but also prevented the critical 
stored energy necessary to trigger SIBM from being reached. The lack of work hardening in 
warm formed O temper sheet resulted in a leveling off of the LFM driving force, and explains 
the LDT plateau at high strains.  A distinct metallurgical characteristic of LFM in general is that 
the region through which the liquid film passes has a composition which is consistent with the 
equilibrium solidus composition at the brazing temperature [67]. The post-braze microstructures 
in Fig. 3-7a and Fig. 3-9, and the composition profiles in Fig. 3-8a and Fig. 3-10 displayed these 
characteristics. 
As more deformation is applied to the sheet, a critical level of stored energy is reached, 
at which point the core alloy recrystallizes during brazing by SIBM, leading to a coarse 
recrystallized microstructure, and a reduction of the stored deformation energy [54]. Since SIBM 
and LFM are both driven by the reduction of stored deformation energy, the driving force for 
LFM is eliminated when SIBM occurs before the clad layer melts, and liquid clad penetration is 
minimized [14]. The coarse grain microstructure and lack of LFM attack on the core was 
observed in Fig. 3-7b and c for the O-RT forming condition. On the other hand, SIBM was not 
observed at any level of applied strain in the warm formed O temper sheet, leaving it susceptible 
to LFM (Fig. 3-9). 
The post-braze microstructures are in agreement with the trend in LDT data in Fig. 3-14 
for both forming temperatures. For RT forming, the LDT reached a minimum value at 4 %, 
where the core alloy was non-recrystallized and LFM occurred. When the strain was further 
increased to 6 %, the LDT began to increase, and the microstructure was characterized by a 
coarse, recrystallized core. On the other hand, the post-braze microstructure was characterized 
by a non-recrystallized core and LFM for the O-250 °C forming condition at all strains, and the 
LDT plateaued at a relatively low value for these conditions. The agreement between the thermal 
data and microstructure analysis demonstrate the suitability of using the LDT as a brazing 





The thermal data for the H24-RT forming condition (Fig. 3-14b) and the corresponding 
microstructures (Fig. 3-11) can be explained by the stress-strain data. The H24-RT flow stress 
was greater than that of the O temper sheet at all levels of applied strain and, thus, 
recrystallization was expected during brazing, as was observed (Fig. 3-11a and b). Furthermore, 
relatively little work hardening occurred during forming, so the LDT was expected to be 
independent of the level of applied strain, which was also shown in Fig. 3-14b. However, the 
stress-strain data do not explain the post-braze microstructures or LDT data for the H24-250 °C 
forming condition. The H24-250 °C stress in Fig. 3-3 was clearly below that of the H24-RT 
condition, and even below the stress corresponding to O-RT at 6 % strain, where SIBM was first 
observed (Fig. 3-7b). However, the LDT data were indistinguishable from the H24-RT data in 
magnitude, and were similarly independent of the level of applied strain.  
Using hardness as a qualitative indication of the relative level of stored energy in the core 
alloy after forming [24, 87], the independence of the H24 temper LDT on strain and forming 
temperature can be explained. Cross sections of the strained Al brazing sheet prior to brazing 
were mounted, ground, and polished. Vickers microhardness measurements were performed on 
the core layer of these sheets, using a load of 25 gf and dwell time of 15 s, in order to qualitatively 
measure the relative stored energy in the core alloy for different forming conditions. Ten 
measurements were performed along the length of the mounted sample for each forming 
condition, and the average hardness and standard deviation for a number of forming conditions 
are presented in Fig. 3-15. 
 
 
Fig. 3-15 Pre-braze core alloy hardness measurements of O and H24 temper sheet formed at 
RT and 250 °C. 
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The O temper hardness data mirrored the stress-strain curves in Fig. 3-3. Work hardening 
in RT strained samples was reflected by a continual increase in hardness with applied strain, 
while the lack of work hardening in warm formed samples resulted in plateauing of the hardness. 
Furthermore, the H24-RT hardness data reflected the stress-strain data, in that a lack of work 
hardening was observed, and that even in the as-received condition, the H24 hardness was 
significantly greater than the most highly strained O temper sheet. Using hardness as a qualitative 
indicator of stored deformation energy in the sheet, there was a high driving force for 
recrystallization to occur during brazing of H24 sheet, even in the as-received condition. As the 
sheet was further strained, the driving force for recrystallization did not significantly increase, 
and an independence of the LDT on applied strain was observed (Fig. 3-14b). A slightly greater 
variation in the hardness measurements can be seen for the H24-RT condition at 6 % and 10 % 
strain, which could be attributed to localized necking. However, the variation is not greater than 
what was observed for the O-RT condition at 0 % and 2 % strain, where the strain distribution 
is uniform. Therefore, any effect of localized necking does not appear to significantly impact the 
material hardness data. Previous studies noted that H temper sheet recrystallizes early in the 
brazing cycle, resulting in coarse core grains, which prevent extensive liquid clad penetration 
[12, 71]; the recrystallized microstructure and uniform residue layer were also observed in the 
current work (Fig. 3-11). 
On the other hand, the warm formed H24 stress-strain data did not suggest why the LDT 
was independent of forming temperature. Clearly, the stress-strain curve at 250 °C was lower 
than the RT curve; however, when the sheets were cooled to RT, the core hardness remained 
comparable to the RT formed sheet, as seen in Fig. 3-15. The negative slope in the stress-strain 
curve for the H24-250°C condition in Fig. 3-3 is attributable to the formation of a diffuse neck 
during forming. However, a slight decrease in the average hardness value with increasing strain 
also suggests that some dynamic recovery could have occurred during forming, due to the 
relatively long time at 250 °C because of the low strain rate used in the experiments. Regardless, 
the core hardness of the warm formed H24 sheet remained significantly higher than the cold 
worked O temper sheet and, thus, recrystallized during simulated brazing (Fig. 3-11c), which 






Warm forming was shown in prior studies to be a promising technique to improve 
formability and reduce springback of multi-layered Al brazing sheet. However, no investigations 
into the effect of an increase in forming temperature on brazing performance had been 
conducted, prior to the current project. This chapter was the first to investigate this relationship, 
and provided an understanding of some of the implications of warm forming on brazing 
performance. The experimental work led to the following conclusions: 
 
1. The liquid duration time (LDT) is a suitable parameter for predicting brazing 
performance. The LDT data for the O-RT forming condition were well correlated with 
the post-braze microstructure, and displayed the same non-linear dependence between 
the severity of liquid film migration (LFM) and applied strain that had been observed in 
past studies. Forming conditions with poor predicted brazing performance (i.e. low LDT 
values) were found to have a post-braze microstructure characterized by a non-
recrystallized core, and grains characteristic of LFM at the sheet surface. Conversely, a 
thin residual clad layer and recrystallized core were observed in conditions with a 
comparatively large LDT.  
 
2. O temper sheet formed at 250 °C is predicted to have inferior brazing performance 
relative to O temper formed at room temperature, based on the LDT data. The LDT for 
the former plateaued at the minimum value, and did not increase over the range of strains 
studied. Microstructure analysis revealed that forming at 250 °C extended the range of 
strains over which LFM occurred, and delayed the onset of recrystallization to a level of 
strain greater than what was studied in this chapter. 
 
3. The brazing performance of H24 temper sheet is predicted to be independent of both 
applied strain and forming temperature, up to 250 °C, as there was no clear difference in 
the LDT data with changes in strain or forming temperature.   
 
4. The results provided indirect support for the strain induced LFM driving force. The 
reduction in flow stress and work hardening during forming at 250°C, resulted in a 
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continually increasing driving force for LFM in the O temper sheet, without reaching the 
critical level required to initiate recrystallization during brazing. The increased 
susceptibility to LFM was manifest in the distinct change in the relationship between the 
LDT and applied strain when the forming temperature was increased; the liquid clad was 
rapidly depleted over a range of strains in the warm formed sheet, without subsequent 









4. Effect of Forming Temperature on Sagging Resistance of O Temper Al 
Brazing Sheet2  
 
4.1. Introduction 
Earlier results outlined in Chapter 3 predicted that the brazing performance of O temper 
sheet formed at 250 °C will be impaired, due to increased kinetics of the interaction between the 
liquid clad and solid core during brazing, particularly at the highest strains studied. The greater 
interface kinetics were shown to be well correlated with an extension of the range of strains over 
which liquid film migration (LFM) occurred, which corresponded to the inability of the core 
alloy to recrystallize prior to reaching the brazing temperature. In contrast, the brazing 
performance of H24 sheet was predicted to be independent of both applied strain and forming 
temperature, up to 250 °C. The highly deformed core alloy of the H24 sheet was able to 
recrystallize prior to the onset of clad melting, and the driving force for LFM was consequently 
eliminated.  
The objective of this chapter is to further elucidate the relationship between forming 
temperature and brazing characteristics of O temper sheet, to determine if there is a forming 
temperature which will provide enhanced formability without degrading brazing performance, 
relative to room temperature (RT) forming. Warm forming was again simulated by interrupted 
tensile tests at different forming temperatures, and brazing performance was predicted by the 
commonly used sagging test. The sagging test results were supported by microstructure and 
composition analysis. 
 
4.2. Experimental Procedure  
4.2.1. Sample Preparation 
O temper Al brazing sheet tensile test specimens were prepared using the same 
dimensions as described in section 3.2.1. Warm forming was simulated by performing 
interrupted tensile tests up to pre-determined levels of strain between 2 % and 12 % engineering 
                                                 
2 The contents of this chapter have been adapted with permission from Elsevier: M.J. Benoit, R. Kaur, M.A. Wells, 
H. Jin, B. Shalchi Amirkhiz, S. Winkler. “Sagging resistance of warm formed aluminum brazing sheet,” Journal of 
Materials Processing Technology, vol. 254, no. 4, pp. 353-360, 2018.  




strain, where the reported strains are the average value between two extensometer markers 
spaced approximately 12.7 mm apart. The samples were stretched using a cross head speed of 
0.75 mm/min, which resulted in an average engineering strain rate of 6.6x10-4 s-1for a nominal 
gauge length of 19 mm. Tensile tests were performed at RT, 150 °C, 200 °C, and 250 °C, using 
the same test equipment described in section 3.2.1.  
 
4.2.2. Sagging Test 
The sagging test is a common technique used to predict the brazing performance of Al 
brazing sheets. After clamping one end of a sample in a fixture and exposing the fixture to a 
simulated brazing temperature cycle, the deflection of the sample’s free end is measured. As 
noted by Zhao and Woods [1], a strong resistance to sagging is desirable, as a large sagging 
distance indicates that the sheet will lose its rigidity during brazing, and the assembly may 
collapse under its own weight. In this chapter, sagging test samples were prepared by shearing 
off one grip-end of the strained tensile specimens. The opposite end of the specimen was clamped 
in the sagging test fixture such that 23 mm of the strained specimen was cantilevered over the 
test fixture. A schematic diagram of the test set-up can be seen in Fig. 4-1. 
 
 
Fig. 4-1 Schematic representation of the sagging test fixture and samples (a) before and (b) 
after a simulated brazing cycle. 
 
A Thermo Scientific Lindberg/Blue M Moldatherm box furnace was used to simulate an 
industrial brazing cycle for the sagging test. Prior to heating, the furnace was backfilled with 
high purity (99.999 %) nitrogen gas, which continued to be flowed through the furnace 
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throughout the test. The nitrogen gas flow was adjusted during furnace calibration such that the 
oxygen content in the furnace, measured using a Honeywell GMS-10 RVS sensor, was 
maintained below 2 % throughout the sagging test. Before the tests were conducted, the furnace 
temperature profile was calibrated using as-received brazing sheet samples. The samples were 
instrumented with thermocouples attached to the core side of the sheet using thermal paste, at 
both the free and clamped ends of the sample. The calibration set-up can be seen in Fig. 4-2. The 
furnace controller was set to 598 °C for the simulated brazing heat treatment; from the calibration 
data, the average maximum temperature at the free end of the samples was 601 °C, while the 
average temperature at the clamped end was slightly higher (605 °C) due to its proximity to the 
thermal mass of the test fixture. The nitrogen gas flow was stopped after complete solidification 
of the clad alloy during cooling around 550 °C, and the furnace door was opened when the 
sample temperature reached 525 °C to rapidly cool the samples. The average heating rate from 
RT to the peak temperature was approximately 15 °C/min, while the cooling rate to the point 
where the furnace door was opened was approximately 10 °C/min. The measured sample 
temperature profile over the entire test is given in Fig. 4-3a, and a magnified view of the sample 
temperature over the range where the clad alloy is liquid is given in Fig. 4-3b. 
 
 





Fig. 4-3 Measured temperature profile at both ends of the brazing sheet sample over (a) the 
entire test duration and (b) the segment of the heating profile when liquid clad is present. The 
estimated liquid duration time (LDT) for the free end of the sample is indicated. 
 
As previously noted, it is of interest to understand how a change in forming temperature 
could affect interactions between the liquid clad and solid core during brazing, such as LFM. 
Thus, it was important to estimate the clad liquid duration time (LDT), which is the time between 
the onset of clad melting and the end of clad solidification (Fig. 4-3b), as this is the time over 
which LFM can occur. The LDT at the clamped and free ends of the samples at each of the three 
specimen locations on the sagging test fixture was estimated using the calibration data (Fig. 4-4), 
using the elapsed time between the same clad melting onset and solidification end temperatures 
as measured in section 3.3.2. The average LDT was longer at the clamped end of the sample due 
to the proximity to the test fixture. The average LDT was similar across the three fixture locations 





Fig. 4-4 LDT at the clamped and free ends of the sample at each fixture location estimated 
from thermocouple data during calibration. The number of measurements used to determine the 
LDT are indicated above each estimate. 
 
After removing the test fixture from the furnace, the deflection of the free end of the 
samples was measured. In order to reduce the effect of lurking variables, two replicates were 
performed for each forming temperature-strain combination, where the second replicate was 
tested in a different clamp location than the first replicate, and the test order was completely 
randomized. 
 
4.2.3. Microstructure and Composition Analysis 
After the sagging test, the strained gauge lengths of the samples were mounted and 
prepared for microscopy by standard metallographic grinding and polishing. The sheet 
microstructure was revealed by etching the cross sections with Keller’s reagent. A Philips XL30 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 
was used to estimate the local chemical composition across the clad-core interface after the 
sagging test, using an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. 
To investigate the driving force for LFM, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
analysis was conducted across the clad-core interface before and after simulated brazing for a 
number of forming conditions. The brazing cycle was simulated by punching 4.8 mm (3/16”) 
discs from between extensometer markers on the gauge length of newly prepared strained 
samples, placing the discs within the differential scanning calorimeter furnace to simulate a 
controlled atmosphere furnace, and holding at 600 °C for 10 min. All heating and cooling was 
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performed at 20 °C/min below 500 °C and 10 °C/min above 500 °C (section 3.2.2). The samples 
were mounted along the direction of applied strain, ground, and polished. An FEI Helios 
NanoLab 650 focussed ion beam (FIB) microscope was used to prepare wedge lift out samples 
taken across the clad-core interface. TEM analysis was performed at CanmetMATERIALS in 
Hamilton, ON, using an FEI Tecnai Osiris microscope, using an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. 
Imaging was performed using bright field scanning TEM (BF-STEM) mode, where the electron 
beams were focussed to a probe and scanned in a raster pattern across the imaging area. 
 
4.3. Results  
4.3.1. Warm Forming 
The brazing sheet stress-strain curves, up to the maximum strain studied, are given in 
Fig. 4-5 for all forming temperatures investigated. Thermal softening of the material and reduced 
work hardening were observed as the forming temperature increased. As noted in section 3.3.1, 
diffuse necking likely occurred during deformation of O temper sheet at 250 °C above 8 % strain, 
as a slight decrease in the stress-strain curve was observed; however, as noted previously, the 
strain gradient along the length of a diffuse neck is gradual, and the deformation can be 
considered practically uniform. Close inspection of the data in Fig. 4-5 did not reveal a decrease 
in the stress-stress curves for deformation at either 150 °C or 200 °C, so the deformation through 
the gauge length at these temperatures is uniform. 
 
 




4.3.2. Sagging Test 
The measured sagging distances after exposure to the simulated brazing treatment are 
plotted as a function of strain in Fig. 4-6. For all forming temperatures, the sagging distance 
initially increased with applied strain, but once a threshold level of strain was reached, the 
sagging distances decreased with the further application of strain. The decrease was most rapid 
for RT strained samples, followed by samples strained at 150 °C; at the highest levels of strain 
studied, the sagging distance of samples formed at RT and 150 °C were similar. The sagging 
distance for samples strained at 200 °C and 250 °C were large compared to those of samples 
formed at RT and 150 °C, particularly at the highest levels of strain. The data in Fig. 4-6 are the 
average of two measurements for each forming condition, plotted with error bars representing 
the standard deviation of the measurements. Overall, the experimental repeatability was 
excellent, where differences between sagging distance measurements for a given forming 
condition were at maximum 2 mm. The only exceptions were the RT-4 % and 150 °C-4 % 
forming conditions, where the differences in sagging distance measurements between the two 
replicates were 5 mm and 7.5 mm, respectively. The discrepancy in these measurements was 
suspected to be due to the fact that these forming conditions correspond to the peak sagging 
distance for their respective forming temperatures, separating regions where the sagging distance 
increased with applied strain from where sagging distance decreased with applied strain, and will 
be discussed in a subsequent section. 
 
 
Fig. 4-6 Measured sagging distance of O temper Al brazing sheet as a function of strain for a 




4.3.3. Microstructure and Composition Analysis 
Sheet microstructures after exposure to the sagging test (i.e. simulated brazing treatment) 
are shown in Fig. 4-7 to Fig. 4-9. It can be seen from the micrographs that, liquid clad alloy 
attack on the core occurred during the sagging test for forming conditions where the sagging 
distance was large, leaving large precipitate free grains at the sheet surface. Furthermore, the 
corresponding core alloy microstructures were characterized by small grains aligned along the 
direction of applied strain. Conversely, the microstructures of forming conditions corresponding 
to low sagging distances (i.e. >4 % at RT and >6 % at 150 °C) were characterized by coarse 
recrystallized core grains, with grain sizes approaching the sheet thickness, and minimal, if any, 
instances of liquid clad alloy attack on the core alloy. 
 
 
Fig. 4-7 Post-sagging test microstructures for sheets strained at RT to (a) 2 %, (b) 4 %, (c) 6 %, 







Fig. 4-8 Post-sagging test microstructures for sheets strained at 150 °C to (a) 2 %, (b) 4 %, (c) 






Fig. 4-9 Post-sagging test microstructures for sheets strained at 250 °C to (a) 2 %, (b) 4 %, (c) 
6 %, and (d) 10 % engineering strain. Note that the sagging distance (SD) is the average of the 
two specimens. 
 
EDS composition measurements through the sheet thickness after the sagging test for two 
forming conditions where severe liquid clad attack was observed are given in Fig. 4-10. The data 
have been overlaid on SEM images of the microstructure from which they were obtained, and 
all measurements were taken along a line corresponding with the abscissa in each plot. 
Measurements were performed on the Al matrix, avoiding scanning directly on second phase 
particles or the eutectic phase. It was found that the large surface grains, which were correlated 
with large sagging distances, had a Si content around the solidus composition at 600 °C and a 





Fig. 4-10 Composition measurements of Si (red) and Mn (blue) through the sheet thickness 
after the sagging test for (a) RT-4 % and (b) 250 °C-10 % forming conditions. Measurements 
were taken along a line coinciding with the abscissa in both plots. The clad alloy is on the left 
side of each micrograph. 
 
The BF-STEM images from the clad-core interface before and after a simulated brazing 
heat treatment are given in Fig. 4-11 for a number of forming conditions. In all images, the core 
alloy is toward the top of the image. Dislocations cells were observed in all forming conditions 
prior to the brazing heat treatment, due to the applied strain (Fig. 4-11a-c). After the brazing heat 
treatment, the dislocation density in the RT-10 % forming condition was significantly reduced 
(Fig. 4-11e), indicating that the coarse core grain structure observed in Fig. 4-7d was, in fact, a 
recrystallized microstructure. The presence of sub-grains in the core for the RT-4 % and 250 °C-
10 % forming conditions (Fig. 4-11d and f) indicate that the core alloys did not recrystallize in 






Fig. 4-11 BF-STEM images at the clad-core interface (a-c) before and (d-f) after a simulated 
brazing cycle for (a, d) RT-4 %, (b, e) RT-10 %, and (c, f) 250 °C-10 % forming conditions. 
 
4.4. Discussion 
A non-linear relationship between various parameters used to quantify LFM and applied 
strain has been documented in a number of other studies. For example, Yang and Woods [69] 
reported an increase in the depth of LFM attack with increasing strain up to 7.5 %, but a 
subsequent decrease in LFM depth at larger strains. Similarly, Wittebrood et al. [70] showed the 
same trend in LFM depth as a function of strain, where the maximum depth of attack occurred 
at 3 % strain, and the inverse relationship for braze joint fillet area; the smallest fillet area 
occurred at 3 % strain. The trend in the sagging distance as a function of RT applied strain in 
Fig. 4-6 was in excellent agreement with these prior studies, which indicated that the sagging 
distance can be considered a suitable parameter to predict the brazing performance of warm 
formed Al brazing sheets. Past studies have also noted that a coarse, recrystallized post-brazed 
core microstructure is necessary to prevent liquid clad attack during brazing. Tu et al. [62] 
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demonstrated the benefits of a coarse recrystallized microstructure by showing a drastic 
reduction in sagging distance when sheet processing parameters were adjusted to result in a 
recrystallized post-braze core alloy, but a subsequent increase in sagging distance when the 
processing parameters were further adjusted to produce a smaller recrystallized grain size. The 
benefit of a coarse recrystallized core alloy microstructure for brazing performance was observed 
in Fig. 4-7c and d and Fig. 4-8d. In these micrographs, the core alloy grains are characteristic of 
recrystallization by strain induced boundary migration (SIBM), and negligible, if any, liquid clad 
attack was observed. Consequently, the sagging distance for these forming conditions was low. 
The microstructures presented in this chapter revealed that LFM occurred during 
simulated brazing for forming conditions with large sagging distances. According to Yoon and 
Huppmann [67], dissolution of the base metal occurs directly ahead of the liquid film, and is re-
precipitated as a solid solution behind the film as the film migrates. Furthermore, the re-
precipitated region should be in equilibrium with the solidus composition at the brazing 
temperature [68]. The precipitation of this Al-Si solid solution depletes the liquid film of its Si 
content, which is replenished by transport along the LFM grain boundaries, reducing the amount 
of liquid clad available for brazing.  The composition data in Fig. 4-10 indicated that the LFM 
grains had a Si concentration close to solidus composition at the peak brazing temperature of 
600 °C and a Si diffusion profile ahead of the film, as were also noted by Wittebrood [14].  
As the sagging distance had a non-linear relationship with applied strain, and large 
sagging distances were correlated with the occurrence of LFM, the occurrence of LFM should 
be related to the level of strain applied prior to brazing. Recently, Wittebrood [14] suggested that 
LFM in strained Al brazing sheet is a special case of the more general phenomenon, which he 
denoted as strain induced LFM (SILFM), where the liquid clad film progresses into the core to 
reduce stored deformation energy. As the film progresses through the core, the dislocation 
density (i.e. stored deformation energy) is reduced, since the liquid film cannot support the 
dislocations. The driving pressure for SILFM was given in Eq. 8 (pg. 29), and is directly 
proportional to the dislocation density ahead of the liquid film; thus, both SIBM and LFM are 
driven by the reduction of stored deformation energy. When SIBM occurs before the onset of 
clad alloy melting during the brazing cycle, the driving pressure for LFM is reduced and liquid 
clad attack is minimized. The BF-STEM images in Fig. 4-11 provided compelling evidence for 
the strain induced driving force for LFM and the competition between SIBM and LFM during 
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brazing. When the dislocation density in the core is sufficiently high prior to brazing, the core 
recrystallizes early in the brazing cycle, eliminating core dislocations and preventing LFM (Fig. 
4-11e). On the other hand, when the dislocation density is not sufficiently high to initiate SIBM, 
the retained dislocations provide the driving pressure for LFM, as indicated by the sub-grains 
observed directly ahead of the liquid clad front in Fig. 4-11d and f.  
The interplay between SIBM and LFM, and the consequent effect on sagging distance, 
was demonstrated by further investigation of the RT-4 % and 150 °C-4 % forming conditions. 
As noted previously, these were the only forming conditions with a large discrepancy in sagging 
distance measurements, and were also the maximum sagging distance measurements in their 
respective curves. The sagging distances corresponding to the microstructures in Fig. 4-7b and 
Fig. 4-8b were 10 mm and 12.5 mm, respectively. In both cases, a non-recrystallized core and 
LFM were observed. The sagging distance of the second replicate for both of these forming 
conditions was 5 mm, and the corresponding microstructures are given in Fig. 4-12. In both 
cases, LFM occurred during the sagging test, with some small non-recrystallized grains ahead 
of the affected area, which lead to the relatively high sagging distance (i.e. 5 mm). The LFM 
grains appear to have a textured surface in the figure, which could be due to non-uniform 
composition through the grain thickness, as seen in Fig. 4-10, but also due to the relatively long 
etching time of 110 s required to reveal core alloy grain boundaries. Beyond the LFM affected 
area, however, the core alloy consisted of coarse recrystallized grains, which prevented further 
progression of LFM. As the sheets are polycrystalline, some grains would be favourably oriented 
with the direction of applied strain. Near the critical level of applied strain, these grains would 
have sufficient stored energy to initiate SIBM, but LFM could still occur locally in other regions 
of the sheet where the stored energy is below the critical level. Such localized LFM has also been 
noted elsewhere [14]. A similar mix of non-recrystallized grains near the LFM affected area and 
coarse recrystallized grains further in the core was observed by Nylen et al [65]. The authors 
proposed that Si diffusion during brazing induced the precipitation of fine α-AlMnSi particles 
near the clad alloy (similar to the formation of the band of dense precipitates described in 2.5), 
stabilizing the deformed microstructure. The core alloy further away from the clad-core interface 
would not be affected by Si diffusion, and recrystallization during brazing was possible. It is 
believed that the balance between SIBM and LFM for the same forming condition lead to the 




Fig. 4-12 Post-sagging test microstructures for the second replicate of the (a) RT-4 % and (b) 
150 °C-4 % forming conditions. 
 
To relate the sagging distance and microstructure results to warm forming, the dislocation 
density in the sheet prior to brazing can be approximated by Eq. 1 (pg. 10). By combining Eq. 1 
and Eq. 8, the driving pressure for LFM is proportional to the square of the material flow stress. 
Thus, from Fig. 4-5, the driving pressure for LFM should change with changes in forming 
temperature. In theory then, above a critical stress (e.g. the stress corresponding to RT-6 %), 
SIBM occurs within the sheet but, up to this critical value, the driving pressure for LFM would 
rise with the square of the stress. During warm forming, the material flow stress and level of 
work hardening were reduced from their RT levels. Thus, the driving force for LFM increases 
more gradually during warm forming, but it becomes increasingly difficult to reach the critical 
stress to necessary for SIBM, and the regime of strains over which LFM can occur is extended. 
Coupling the LFM driving pressure of Eq. 8 to the material flow stress is, however, only a 
convenient approximation to relate the metallurgical phenomenon to warm forming, and is not 
without some discrepancy. For example, the RT-4 % microstructure (Fig. 4-7b) was non-
recrystallized, while a coarsened grain structure was observed for 150 °C-6 % (Fig. 4-8c), despite 
a lower stress in the latter case. One explanation for the discrepancy is that the proposed LFM 
driving pressure is related to the dislocation density, even though it would be more accurately 
related to the energy associated with a sub-grain structure (Fig. 4-11d and f). The sub-grains may 
nucleate and grow as a result of dynamic recovery during warm forming or during the brazing 
cycle, but a complete discussion of recovery kinetics is beyond the scope of the current work. 
Another possible explanation for the discrepancy is that the driving pressure in Eq. 8 is related 
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to the dislocation density ahead of the film (i.e. in the core), while the stress-strain curves in Fig. 
4-5 were for the multi-layered brazing sheet. However, bare core alloy with the same processing 
history as the multi-layered brazing sheet was not available for study. 
 
4.5. Summary 
In this chapter, the brazing performance of O temper Al brazing sheet strained at a 
number of forming temperatures was predicted using the sheet sagging distance after a simulated 
brazing thermal treatment. Sagging distance measurements were correlated with microstructure 
changes during simulated brazing. The experimental results lead to the following key findings: 
 
1. The sheet sagging distance is an appropriate measurement to predict the brazing 
performance of warm formed Al brazing sheets. The sagging distance as a function of 
strain for RT formed sheet was in excellent agreement with prior studies, including the 
LDT measurements from Chapter 3. Further, the sagging distance measurements for all 
forming temperatures were consistent with the microstructures after a simulated brazing 
heat treatment. 
 
2. Large sagging distances after simulated brazing were shown to be linked to the 
occurrence of LFM and a recovered core alloy. The BF-STEM images revealed the 
presence of sub-structures directly ahead of the re-solidified clad region, providing direct 
evidence for the proposed strain induced nature of the LFM driving force. Conversely, 
core alloys recrystallized by SIBM were observed in forming conditions with small 
sagging distances. SIBM during the brazing cycle reduces the stored energy in the core, 
eliminating the driving force for LFM. The change in the sagging distance as a function 
of strain with changes in the forming temperature, and consequently changes in stored 
deformation energy, provides indirect support for the strain induced LFM driving force. 
 
3. Some improvement in sheet formability may be achieved without altering brazing 
performance by forming at 150 °C. The sagging distance as a function of strain was 
comparable for sheets formed at RT and 150 °C. The flow stress and work hardening 
were sufficiently high to accumulate the threshold level of stored energy to trigger SIBM 
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during brazing, preventing the onset of LFM above 6 % strain for both forming 
temperatures. 
 
4. Warm forming of O temper Al brazing sheet at 200 °C and 250 °C is predicted to result 
in poor brazing performance due to the large sagging distances of sheets strained at these 
temperatures. The reduction in flow stress and work hardening observed during forming 
prevents the critical level of stored energy required to trigger recrystallization from being 






5. Microstructure Evolution During Brazing of Warm Formed Electric 
Vehicle Battery Cooling Plates3  
 
5.1. Introduction 
The preceding two chapters elucidated the effect that warm forming has on the post-braze 
microstructures and predicted brazing performance of strained O and H24 temper sheet. Warm 
forming was simulated by applying a uniaxial tensile load to Al brazing sheet samples at a 
number of forming temperatures. However, actual heat exchanger components often have 
complex geometries and loading throughout, such as combined tensile and bending stresses. 
Consequently, the strain will vary spatially throughout the formed component.  
Given the dependence of the post-braze microstructure on applied strain and forming 
temperature observed in the prior chapters, the objective of this chapter was to understand the 
microstructure evolution at various locations in warm formed components with more realistic 
geometries. The analysis was performed on scaled-down electric vehicle battery cooling plates, 
which were formed at different temperatures and subjected to a typical industrial brazing 
temperature cycle. To facilitate the comparison of microstructures with those from uniaxial 
samples, a finite element model was used to predict strains throughout the plate. 
 
5.2. Experimental Procedure 
5.2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation 
The microstructure evolution during brazing was assessed using a scaled-down 
commercial electric vehicle battery cooling plate design. The formed plate with major 
dimensions and annotated features can be seen in Fig. 5-1. In production, two identically formed 
plates are fixed together with their clad alloy layers in contact to form coolant channels, and 
passed through a furnace for brazing to form a leak-free battery cooling plate. However, in this 
chapter, only one-half of the full battery cooling plate assembly (i.e. individual formed plates) 
was used to assess the microstructure evolution during brazing. 
 
                                                 
3 The contents of this chapter have been adapted with permission from: M. J. Benoit, K. B. Han, M. J. Worswick, 
M. A. Wells and S. Winkler, “Brazing characteristics of warm formed automotive heat exchanger components”, 





Fig. 5-1 One half of a simulated electric vehicle battery cooling plate assembly, with major 
formed features and dimensions indicated. The upper surface in this image is the clad alloy 
layer. 
 
Battery cooling plates were formed from both O and H24 sheet tempers. Based on the 
results of Chapters 3 and 4, O temper sheets were formed at room temperature (RT), 150 °C, and 
250 °C, while H24 sheet was formed only at RT and 250 °C. A custom tooling assembly, 
mounted on an Instron 1331 mechanical testing apparatus, was used to form the plates. The 
punch and die were equipped with cartridge heaters and embedded thermocouples, which 
provided feedback to a thermal controller for forming temperature control. The core side of 
the brazing sheet blanks were sprayed with MS-153BN boron nitride lubricant to avoid cracking 
of the components during forming [88]. Prior to forming, the punch and die were brought 
together such that the punch contacted the blank for 45 s to conductively heat the blank for plates 
formed at 150 °C and 250 °C [11]. After pre-heating, forming was performed using a punch 
speed of 1 mm/s, punch force of 80 kN, and a hold time in the fully closed position of 2 s. Further 
details regarding the forming process can be found elsewhere [89]. 
After forming, the plates were ultrasonically cleaned with acetone, followed by an 
industrial aqueous de-greasing procedure, to remove the lubricant and any surface contaminants 
from forming. The cleaned plates were then subjected to a simulated brazing cycle, using a 
nitrogen gas controlled atmosphere furnace, where the plates were heated to a peak temperature 
between 590 °C and 600 °C, held for 3 min, and were then cooled. This procedure was carried 
out using Dana Corporation’s proprietary fluxless brazing process, whereby a nickel (Ni)-based 
braze promotor (instead of the commonly used potassium fluoroaluminate-based NOCOLOK® 
flux) was deposited on the clad alloy surface of the sheet prior to forming. Upon reaching the 
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ternary Al-Si-Ni eutectic temperature of 565 °C, an exothermic reaction occurs between the 
braze promoter and clad layer, which disrupts the oxide layer at the sheet surface and allows the 
liquid clad to flow [42, 43].  
The battery plates were sectioned at a number of critical locations after brazing, as 
determined using the uniaxial test data from prior chapters and a finite element model of the 
formed battery plate. The cross-sections were mounted and prepared for metallographic analysis 
by grinding and polishing using progressively finer sandpaper and diamond particle size, 
respectively. The core alloy grain structure was revealed by etching with Keller’s reagent.  
 
5.2.2. Battery Plate Finite Element Model 
A finite element (FE) model of the battery plate was developed by Han et al. [88, 89], 
and was used in this chapter to predict the strain and strain rate experienced throughout the plate, 
in order to correlate past uniaxial test data with the microstructures in the formed plate after 
simulated brazing. Forming simulations were performed using commercial LS-DYNA software 
[90], with a non-linear dynamic explicit formulation, in which the plate was modeled using 
quadrilateral shell elements 0.15 mm in size. The material model used the von Mises yield 
surface criterion and the extended Nadai phenomenological model to capture thermal softening 
and strain rate sensitivity during forming at elevated temperatures. The simulations used a punch 
speed of 1 mm/s to match experimental conditions.   
 
5.3. Results  
Microstructure analysis was performed at two critical cross-sections in the battery plate. 
The first section was taken through the inlet to the coolant channel, at a distance of 4 mm from 
the front of the battery plate, and the second was taken through the four collinear formed dimples 
across the width of the battery plate. These sections are brazed joint faying surfaces in the full 
assembly but, unlike the flange areas surrounding the formed channels, these two sections 
experience a wide range of strains, which could lead to variable post-braze microstructures. 
Magnified images of the FE model predicted effective plastic strain (von Mises) contours at each 
of the two locations are given in Fig. 5-2a and b. For the channel inlet cross section, 
microstructure analysis was performed at: (i) the radius leading into the inlet where the strain is 
relatively large, and (ii) along the side of the inlet where the plastic strain is comparatively low. 
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The microstructure at the top of the formed dimples was also investigated, where the plastic 
strain was around 4 % for all forming conditions, which, from uniaxial tests in Chapters 3 and 
4, was a level of strain predicted to have poor brazing performance for the fully annealed sheet 
at all forming temperatures. The FE membrane strain predictions from the mid-plane of the sheet 
along both cross-sections are given in Fig. 5-2c and d for the O temper sheet and all forming 
temperatures. Due to symmetry assumptions, the strain predictions in Fig. 5-2d are shown only 
up to the mid-plane of the plate. The trends in the strain predictions are similar for the H24 sheet, 
although the exact values differ slightly, due to differences in the material hardening behaviour 
and the earlier onset of diffuse necking in the H24 sheet during forming at high temperature [36]. 
 
 
Fig. 5-2 Magnified view of FE model (a, b) and corresponding membrane strain predictions (c, 





The plastic strain at location (i) of the channel inlet was estimated to be between 7.4 % 
(RT) and 9.9 % (250 °C) for the O temper sheet, and between 10.0 % (RT) and 12.9 % (250 °C) 
for the H24 temper. The average strain rate during deformation was estimated from the FE model 
to be between 3.0x10-2 s-1 (O-RT) and 6.0x10-2 s-1 (H24-250 °C). Consequently, the post-braze 
microstructure from location (i) of the channel inlet depended on both the forming temperature 
and initial sheet temper, as seen in Fig. 5-3. For the RT formed O temper sheet (Fig. 5-3a), the 
core alloy was characterized by coarse grains, with the grain size approaching the full sheet 
thickness, indicating that the sheet was recrystallized by strain induced boundary migration 
(SIBM) at this location [54, 57]. Furthermore, a thin, relatively uniform clad residue layer was 
present at the surface of the sheet. When the forming temperature was increased to 150 °C (Fig. 
5-3b), a coarse core alloy characteristic of SIBM and uniform clad residue layer were observed 
at the radii of the channel inlet.  However, directly adjacent to this region, where strain rapidly 
decreases (Fig. 5-2c), a stark contrast in the microstructure was observed. There, the core alloy 
was characterized by a mixture of small and elongated grains, similar to the pre-braze condition, 
suggesting recrystallization did not occur at that location during brazing. Furthermore, the thin 
clad residue layer transitioned to large, blocky grains protruding into the core layer, which are 
consistent with the morphology of liquid film migration (LFM) [12, 14]. A non-recrystallized 
core alloy and large surface grains consistent with LFM were prevalent across location (i) of the 
channel inlet for the O temper plate formed at 250 °C (Fig. 5-3c). On the other hand, the core 
alloy of the H24 sheets, which was originally comprised of pancaked grains from prior sheet 
processing (Fig. 3-1b), recrystallized during brazing, regardless of forming temperature (Fig. 
5-3d and e). It should be noted that the recrystallized grains in the H24 sheets are finer than those 
characteristic of SIBM. As a consequence of core recrystallization, a uniform clad residue layer 





Fig. 5-3 Post-braze microstructures from location (i) for (a) O-RT, (b) O-150 °C, (c) O-250 °C, 
(d) H24-RT, and (e) H24-250 °C forming conditions. 
 
The plastic strain at location (ii) in the channel inlet reaches a relatively low level, 
between 3.1 % (H24-RT) and 4.1 % (O-RT), and the average strain rate was estimated to be 
approximately 2.0x10-2 s-1 for all forming conditions. LFM and a non-recrystallized core were 
observed in the plates formed from the O temper sheet at RT and 150 °C (Fig. 5-4a and b). A 
non-recrystallized core was also found at location (ii) in the O temper plate formed at 250 °C 
(not shown), although LFM was not observed. Similar to location (i), the H24 post-braze 
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microstructure was insensitive to an increase in forming temperature, and a recrystallized core 
alloy with no LFM was observed at the surface (Fig. 5-4c and d). 
 
 
Fig. 5-4 Post-braze microstructures from location (ii) of the channel inlet for (a) O-RT, (b) O-
150 °C, (c) H24-RT, and (d) H24-250 °C forming conditions. 
 
The post-braze microstructures at the faying surface of the formed dimples, where for all 
forming conditions the plastic strain and strain rate were estimated to be 4 % (Fig. 5-2d) and 
6.0x10-2 s-1, respectively, are shown in Fig. 5-5. A non-recrystallized core alloy and LFM attack 
were observed in the dimples of the O temper plates for all forming temperatures (Fig. 5-5a to 
c), while the H24 sheet again had a recrystallized core alloy without LFM for both forming 





Fig. 5-5 Post-brazed microstructures at the faying surface of the dimples for the (a) O-RT, (b) 
O-150 °C, (c) O-250 °C, (d) H24-RT, and (e) H24-250 °C forming conditions. 
 
5.4. Discussion 
Overall, the results from the formed battery plates were consistent with the results from 
the warm deformed uniaxial coupons from Chapters 3 and 4, despite an order of magnitude 
increase in the strain rate for the formed plates. The strain rate at the three locations of interest 
in the plate during deformation was estimated from the FE model to be between 2.0x10-2 s-1 and 
6.0x10-2 s-1, while the strain rate in the prior tensile tests was 6.6x10-4 s-1. For the plate formed 
from the O temper sheet at RT, a non-recrystallized core and LFM were observed at locations 
with low strain (i.e. ≤ 4 %), while negligible LFM and a core alloy recrystallized through SIBM 
were found in locations of greater strain. For the O temper sheets formed at 150 °C, LFM and a 
non-recrystallized core were observed over a slightly greater range of strains than for RT 
forming. At the highest levels of strain studied in the plate (i.e. location (i) of the channel inlet), 
the coarse SIBM grains were observed in the core alloy (Fig. 5-3b). Finally, in the O temper 
plates formed at 250 °C, LFM was observed at locations with 4 % strain and locations strained 
up to 10 %. While warm forming can increase the material forming limits for the O temper sheet, 
it also extends the range of strains over which LFM will occur, and can shift its presence to 
critical brazing locations (Fig. 5-3c). The driving force for the LFM phenomenon was proposed 
to be the reduction of stored deformation energy within the core alloy by the migrating liquid 
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film [14, 69]. The extension of the regime over which LFM occurs when the sheets are warm 
formed has been attributed to the reduction in material flow stress and work hardening during 
warm forming, making it increasingly difficult to reach the critical level of stored energy to 
trigger recrystallization during the brazing cycle. Post-braze transmission electron microscopy 
images have shown that, in cases where LFM occurs, the core alloy undergoes recovery during 
brazing, leaving sub-grains in the core, which are a source of excess stored energy (Fig. 4-11d 
and f). The resultant post-braze microstructure will vary with strain throughout a component 
fabricated from the O temper sheet, and the spatial distribution of phases will change with an 
increase in forming temperature. Thus, warm forming will require careful consideration of the 
physical design of the components with respect to local strains and strain rates imparted to the 
sheet, compared to RT formed components. 
In contrast, the H24 temper sheet microstructure was characterized by a recrystallized 
core alloy and a uniform clad residue layer, irrespective of location in the plate or the forming 
temperature. During processing of the H24 sheet, the sheet was rolled from an intermediate 
thickness to the final sheet thickness, with only partial annealing afterward, leaving the final 
sheet in a partially work hardened condition. The microhardness results from section 3.4.2  
showed that the H24 core alloy, even in the as-received condition, has a greater level of stored 
energy compared to O temper sheet strained to 12 % at RT. Thus, the battery plates formed from 
the H24 sheet have a sufficiently high level of stored energy at all locations to trigger 
recrystallization during the brazing cycle, eliminating the driving force for LFM. Warm forming 
of the H24 sheet at 250 °C did not alter the post-braze microstructure. During warm forming, the 
sheet was heated to 250 °C and held for less than 1 min; the temperature and time during warm 
forming were not high or long enough to cause significant recovery in the sheet. The warm 
formed sheet contained sufficient stored energy to induce recrystallization during brazing, and 
prevent the onset of LFM.  
 
5.5. Summary 
The results of the prior chapters indicated that the brazing performance of the O temper 
sheet could be impaired by increasing the forming temperature, while sheets initially in the H24 
temper would not be adversely affected. However, these predictions were based on simplified 
uniaxial test results. In this chapter, the microstructure evolution during brazing within a scaled-
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down heat exchanger component, with a geometry and forming conditions more akin to high 
volume production, was investigated. The results of the study led to the following conclusions: 
 
1. The same metallurgical interactions observed in warm formed uniaxial tensile specimens 
were observed in the formed battery cooling plates after simulated brazing, at comparable 
levels of strain, despite greater strain rates in the formed plates. Of particular importance 
was the balance between core alloy recrystallization and the occurrence of LFM. 
 
2. The post-braze microstructure of plates formed from the O temper sheet varied with local 
strain, where the local stored energy determined if recrystallization or LFM occurred 
during brazing. Warm forming altered the post-braze microstructure of O temper sheets 
by extending the range of strains over which LFM can occur. The extension of the LFM 
regime can lead to the occurrence of LFM at critical locations in warm formed 
components, which may not have been an issue with RT forming.  
 
3. The duration and temperature during warm forming were not high enough to significantly 
reduce the stored deformation energy within the H24 sheet, allowing recrystallization to 
occur everywhere throughout the plates after forming at both RT and 250 °C. 




6. Brazing Performance of Warm Formed Battery Cooling Plates4 
 
6.1. Introduction 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the effects of forming temperature and initial 
sheet temper on the brazing performance of laminate Al alloy sheets used in automotive heat 
exchanger production. The results of Chapter 3 noted that the predicted brazing performance, as 
a function of strain and response to forming temperature, would differ for the two sheet tempers 
studied. The predicted brazing performance of H24 sheet was shown to be independent of both 
strain and forming temperature, due to the ability of the core alloy to recrystallize during the 
brazing cycle. On the other hand, the predicted brazing performance of the O temper sheet not 
only varied with applied strain, but this relationship was shown to distinctly change when the 
forming temperature increased to 250 °C. The occurrence of liquid film migration (LFM) and 
the inability of the core alloy to recrystallize over a range of strains in warm formed specimens 
was predicted to result in poor brazing performance. The measurements presented in Chapter 4 
corroborated the findings for the O temper sheet, showing that the sagging distance of O temper 
sheet formed above 150 °C was unacceptably high, and were consistent with LFM at the sheet 
surface and a recovered core alloy after brazing. The microstructure evolution in formed battery 
cooling plates during simulated brazing, presented in Chapter 5, showed that microstructures 
similar to those presented in Chapters 3 and 4 were found throughout the plate, at comparable 
levels of strain. 
The results outlined in the previous chapters did not consider the actual brazing behaviour 
of warm formed components, but instead examined the effect of warm forming on interactions 
within the sheet, from which brazing performance was inferred. The purpose of this chapter is 
to test these predictions, by fabricating scaled-down functional battery cooling plates. The 
brazing performance of the components was studied at the component level, using radiography 
to investigate braze fillet formation within the plate, and by the ability of the plates to withstand 
an internal pressure. The microstructure was analyzed to understand the fundamental processes 
occurring within a real assembly, and a finite element model were used to facilitate comparison 
with prior results from the uniaxial specimens reported in Chapters 3 and 4. 
                                                 
4 The contents of this chapter have been adapted from: M. J. Benoit, K. B. Han, S. Winkler, M. J. Worswick, and 
M. A. Wells, “An assessment of the brazing behaviour of warm formed automotive heat exchangers.” The 
manuscript has been prepared and is to be submitted. 
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6.2. Experimental Procedure 
6.2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation 
Scaled-down battery cooling plates were formed from industrially produced Al brazing 
sheets, received in the: (i) fully annealed (i.e. O) and (ii) work hardened and partially annealed 
(i.e. H24) sheet tempers. The composition and initial thicknesses of these sheets are described in 
section 3.2.1. The Ni-based braze promoting layer discussed in section 5.2.1 was also present on 
the clad alloy surface, to disrupt the oxide layer during brazing and allow liquid clad flow. 
During preliminary brazing trials with the formed plate design used in Chapter 5, it was 
observed that the coolant channel would sag and then completely collapse during the brazing 
cycle, making the part unusable. A second iteration of the plate design was developed, where the 
number of formed dimples within the channel was increased from 7 to 21. This extra support 
was able to prevent the channel from collapsing during brazing. Nevertheless, few of the dimples 
successfully formed brazed joints, and the location of successfully joined dimples was not 
consistent across samples. A number of non-brazed dimples along the length of a coolant channel 
can be seen in the opened section in Fig. 6-1.  
 
 
Fig. 6-1 Non-brazed dimples along a coolant channel in the second design iteration of the 
battery cooling plate. 
 
Digital optical microscope measurements of the clad surface of the formed plate revealed 
that the faying surfaces of the dimples were lower than the outer flange and ribs of the plate 
design. As a result, when two plates were assembled for brazing, the dimple surfaces were not 
in contact, and a joint could not form. As advised by technical staff at Dana Canada, a third 
design iteration of the battery cooling plate was developed, where the nominal height of the 
formed dimples was 76 µm (0.003”) greater than the height of both the outer flange and the 
adjacent ribs. The plates were formed from both O and H24 temper sheets, using forming 
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temperatures of RT, 150 °C, and 250 °C. Forming was conducted using the same procedure and 
parameters as outlined in section 5.2.1. The resultant formed geometry can be seen in Fig. 6-2. 
 
 
Fig. 6-2 Formed battery cooling plate, with the major formed features noted. The clad alloy 
surface is facing ‘up’ in the figure. 
 
The formed plates were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, followed by an industrial 
aqueous de-greasing procedure to remove surface contaminants such as residual lubricants and 
oils. After cleaning, two plates of the same forming condition were clamped together in a fixture, 
such that the clad layer of the outer flange, rib, and dimple surfaces of the two plates would 
contact one another in a sandwich-type joint configuration [40]. Unfortunately, poor brazed 
dimple yield was still observed during preliminary brazing trials with the third iteration of the 
formed plate design. At this point, a new carbon-based fixture was machined, where the 
dimensions of the milled channel in the carbon blocks matched the nominal dimensions of the 
formed channel in the plate. Thus, the fixture applied pressure to the flange and ribs of the plates, 
without directly applying pressure to the coolant channel. Tubular fittings were placed within 
the channel inlets during assembly, to provide attachment points for pressurized fluid lines, and 
a filler metal-flux paste mixture was manually applied to the channel inlet radii. The final 
assembly prior to brazing can be seen in Fig. 6-3a. A controlled atmosphere, multi-zone belt 
furnace was used to simulate a typical industrial brazing temperature profile. The belt speed and 
furnace temperatures were adjusted such that the assembly was exposed to a peak brazing 
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temperature of 600 °C for approximately 3 min. An example of a fully brazed assembly can be 
seen in Fig. 6-3b. 
 
 
Fig. 6-3 Battery cooling plate (a) in fixture prior to brazing and (b) after the brazing cycle. 
 
6.2.2. Finite Element Model  
A finite element (FE) model of the third design iteration of the formed plate was 
developed using commercial LS-DYNA software. The model parameters and set-up were the 
same as those used in section 5.2.2, and additional detail on model development is provided by 
Han et al. [88, 89]. Strain predictions at the sheet mid-plane throughout the plate were used in 
Chapter 5. However, due to combined tensile and bending loading conditions, the strain also 
varies through the sheet thickness, which was captured using seven integration points. In this 
chapter, the effective plastic strain predictions are taken from the second integration point from 
the clad alloy surface, at a depth of approximately 25 µm; this location is of particular interest, 
as it corresponds to the location of the clad-core interface. The selection of this integration point 
was intended to provide a more realistic estimate of the level of deformation present directly 





6.2.3. Brazing Assessment 
All brazed prototype battery cooling plates were non-destructively examined using 2D 
digital radiography. Defects such as inconsistent or missing brazed joint fillets and irregular 
liquid clad pooling can be identified using this technique due to localized differences in contrast. 
All radiography was performed at Dana Canada using a North Star Imaging X5000 system, with 
a Varian flat panel x-ray detector. Scans were performed with an accelerating voltage of 110 kV, 
110 µA current, resulting in a reported resolution of 0.046 mm. 
Leak tests were also performed to assess the continuity of the brazed joints at the 
clamping surfaces around the coolant channels and the overall integrity of the plate design [2]. 
The fittings in the channel inlets were attached to a custom fixture, which was connected to a 
pressurized air supply. The assembly was submerged in a pool of water, and an internal pressure 
of 0.28 MPa (40 psi) was applied to the coolant channels. Any leaks in the brazed component 
were identified by the formation of air bubbles in the pool during the test. 
The brazed battery cooling plate samples were sectioned to investigate the microstructure 
and brazed joint formation. Cross-sections were selected using information from the FE model 
of the formed plate and radiography of the brazed plates. Cross-sections were cold mounted and 
prepared for optical microscopy by grinding and polishing, using 0.04 µm colloidal silica for 
final polishing. The cross-sections were etched with Keller’s reagent for 110 s to reveal the post-
brazed grain structure. A Hitachi SU3500 scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with 
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to further investigate the post-braze 
microstructure and local compositions, using an accelerating voltage of 30 kV.  
 
6.3. Results  
Fig. 6-4 shows predicted contours of effective plastic strain (von Mises) in a formed plate, 
as well as the corresponding distributions of strain versus position along two sections of interest 
for the three forming temperatures. The strain predictions in shown Fig. 6-4 are taken from the 
O temper FE model; the predictions for the H24 sheet produce slightly different values, due to 
different material hardening behaviour and the earlier onset of diffuse necking of the H24 sheet 
at elevated forming temperatures, but have the same overall trend as a function of position. From 
Fig. 6-4a, it can be seen that the cross section through the channel inlet was taken 10 mm from 
the front edge of the plate, as opposed to 4 mm as in Chapter 5. The microstructure analysis was 
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shifted to the cross section 10 mm from the front of the plate, to avoid complicating the analysis 
with the fittings and filler metal paste placed in the channel inlet prior to brazing (section 6.2.1). 
From the figure, there is a significant variation in strain along the section. For the cross-section 
through the dimples and ribs, the strain data are plotted only up to the middle rib, due to 
symmetry assumptions in the model. From the figure, it is clear that the local strain rapidly 
changes along the cross-sections as formed features are encountered, with high levels of bending 
strain at the feature radii. 
  
 
Fig. 6-4 FE model effective plastic strain predictions along the cross section, as indicated by 
the dashed white line, (a) through the channel inlet 10 mm from the front of the plate and (b) 
through the dimples and ribs. 
 
Plates from all forming conditions were successfully brazed. During preliminary brazing 
trials, the only identifiable leaks in the plates occurred at the channel inlet-fitting interface, due 
to an insufficient amount of filler metal paste applied to this location prior to brazing. After 
increasing the amount of filler metal paste applied to the fittings, all plates were found to be  
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leak-free, demonstrating the integrity of the brazed joints and soundness of the prototype battery 
cooling plate design.  
Digital radiography images of as-brazed assemblies from selected forming conditions are 
presented in Fig. 6-5. Some non-uniform clad pooling was identified at the flanges of the plates 
(indicated by arrows). Brazed joint fillet formation was also identified in Fig. 6-5 by areas of 
increased contrast around the edges of the channels, and around each dimple, due to the increased 
amount of material at these locations. Instances of missing or inconsistent brazed joint fillet 
formation (circled in the figure) were identified at the edges of the channels and at a small 
number of dimples. The number of brazed fillet inconsistencies was greater for H24-RT plates 
than for any other forming condition. However, as neither clad pooling nor inconsistent brazed 
fillet formation resulted in leaks or failure of the brazed plates, these defects were not of 
particular concern. The lack of inconsistencies in brazed fillet area for the H24-250 °C plate in 
Fig. 6-5d indicates the benefit of using warm forming to reduce springback and improve brazing 





Fig. 6-5 2D digital radiography of brazed battery cooling plates fabricated from (a) O-RT (b) 
O-150 °C, (c) H24-RT, and (d) H24-250 °C forming conditions. Instances of clad pooling are 
indicated by arrows, while missing or inconsistent brazed fillets are circled. 
 
Micrographs of brazed fillets at dimples and ribs from various forming conditions are 
shown in Fig. 6-6. As expected, the re-solidified joints are characterized by primary α-dendrites 
(Al-Si solid solution), surrounded by the Al-Si eutectic structure [48]. From the micrographs, it 
can be seen that the core grain structure, and consequently the interface with the re-solidified 





Fig. 6-6 Schematic of brazed joint fillet formation at plate faying surfaces (a) before and (b) 
after brazing. Actual brazed joints at dimples for (c) O-RT and (d) O-250 °C, and at ribs for (e) 
H24-RT and (f) H24-250 °C forming conditions. 
 
The differences in post-braze microstructures for different forming conditions are more 
obvious in Fig. 6-7 and Fig. 6-8. The microstructures presented in Fig. 6-7 were taken from 
unsuccessfully brazed dimples in otherwise leak-free battery cooling plate assemblies, joined 
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during the development of the brazing process. Thus, only one of the two dimple faying surfaces 
is shown in the figure for each forming condition, which enabled the microstructure to be studied 
without the confounding effect of a large volume of re-solidified clad in a brazed fillet. The 
effective plastic strain at the clad-core interface varied from 6.7 % at the ‘top’ of the dimple (i.e. 
the faying surface) to 25.2 % at the radii (Fig. 6-4b). A difference in the re-solidified clad 
morphology and core alloy microstructures can be seen for the two sheet tempers in Fig. 6-7. A 
number of blocky grains characteristic of LFM were found protruding into the core layer at the 
dimple faying surface of the O temper sheets for all forming temperatures, while a more uniform 
re-solidified layer was found at the surface of the H24 sheets. The O temper post-braze core 
alloys were characterized by two types of grains: (i) small, non-recrystallized grains at locations 
of relatively low strain, such as directly below the LFM grains at the dimple faying surface, and 
(ii) coarse elongated grains characteristic of strain induced boundary migration (SIBM) at the 
dimple radii. The coarse grains are particularly evident in Fig. 6-7a and c, and it can be seen that 
the re-solidified clad at these grains is thin and fairly uniform. On the other hand, the H24 temper 
sheet post-braze core alloy was comprised of recrystallized grains elongated along the sheet 







Fig. 6-7 Post-braze microstructure from unsuccessfully brazed dimples in battery cooling 
plates for (a) O-RT, (b) O-150 °C, (c) O-250 °C, (d) H24-RT, and (e) H24-250 °C forming 
conditions. Thus, only one of the formed plates is shown in each image, and the clad alloy 
surfaces are located at the bottom. Dark spots in the image are etching pits from second phase 
particles, due to the long etch time to reveal grain boundaries. 
 
The post-braze microstructures from a location 8 mm along the channel inlet cross-
section (see Fig. 6-4a) are presented in Fig. 6-8. While a brazed joint is not expected at this 
location, this location is exposed to the coolant during operation of the heat exchanger. Since the 
sheet corrosion resistance depends on the phases present after brazing [13], the microstructure 
evolution during brazing at this location is of critical importance. The predicted strains at this 
location are relatively low, and rapidly change between 3 % and 8 % (Fig. 6-4a). The overall 
microstructure trend is similar to that of the dimples, in that the re-solidified clad morphology 
and core alloy microstructures are distinctly different for the O and H24 temper sheets. Blocky 
grains protruding into the core again characterize the re-solidified clad surface of the O temper 
sheet. This morphology was found in both the top and bottom formed plates in the assemblies, 
indicating that it occurs despite gravity. The O temper post-braze core was characterized 
exclusively by non-recrystallized grains, similar to the pre-braze grain structure; unlike the 
dimples, no coarse and elongated grains were observed at the channel inlet. On the other hand, 
no obvious interactions were observed at the re-solidified surface of the H24 sheet; the remaining 
re-solidified clad was thin and of relatively uniform thickness. Similar to the dimple 
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microstructure, the H24 core alloy was comprised of coarse, elongated, recrystallized grains for 
both forming temperatures.  
 
 
Fig. 6-8 Channel inlet post-braze microstructure at the cross section 10 mm from the front of 
the plate for (a) O-RT, (b) O-150 °C, (c) O-250 °C, (d) H24-RT, and (e) H24-250 °C forming 
conditions. The clad layer is at the bottom of each image. 
 
The SEM and EDS data presented in Fig. 6-9, taken from the O-250 °C post-braze sheet 
(Fig. 6-8c), provide more details on the nature of the blocky re-solidified clad morphology. From 
the SEM image, the blocky surface grains (labelled ‘LFM affected area’), have a thickness on 
the order of 50 µm, twice the initial clad layer thickness. The affected area is nearly void of all 
second phase particles, and is separated from the remaining core alloy by an interface containing 
second phase particles. EDS line scan data for Si, Mn, and Ni content through these particles, 
along lines b and c, are given in Fig. 6-9b and c, respectively. The EDS data along line b show 
a simultaneous ‘double peak’ for Si and Mn content across the interface. A sharp increase in Ni 
content was observed directly between the two peaks in the Si and Mn data. For line scan c, the 
Si content was high within the affected area (note the change of scale on the y-axis), before 
falling slightly to a still relatively high level in the core directly adjacent to the interface. The 
Mn content increased through the affected area as the interface was approached, at which point 
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the Mn concentration plateaued around the nominal value in the core. A sharp peak in the Ni 
content was again evident at the interface.  
 
 
Fig. 6-9 (a) SEM image from the post-braze channel inlet cross-section, from an O-250 °C 
condition plate. Si (blue), Mn (red), and Ni (green) compositions, taken along lines b and c, are 
given in (b) and (c), respectively. Note change of scale and label on the y-axis. 
 
6.4. Discussion 
The results presented in this chapter provide new insights for processing technology 
advances and fundamental metallurgical processes occurring at the microstructure-scale during 
brazing. In the current study, the primary advantage of warm forming was to reduce springback 
of the H24 sheet, which led to more consistent braze joint formation when the sheet was formed 
at 250 °C compared to RT. The utility of warm forming to improve component flatness and, 
consequently, brazing performance of H24 sheet is expected to be even more apparent with full-
scale geometry, where the linear deviation from flatness will be greater. Furthermore, the current 
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results demonstrate that warm forming, up to 250 °C, does not negatively impact the  brazing 
process by, for example, inducing Si diffusion into the core and reducing liquid clad formation 
[50, 52], or preventing core recrystallization in H24 sheet due to dynamic recovery during warm 
forming. Thus, warm forming can be used to expand design possibilities of next generation heat 
exchangers by increasing the material forming limits, and to enable the use of higher initial 
strength sheets by decreasing springback.  
The results for the H24 sheet are well aligned with the results from the uniaxial test results 
of Chapters 3, in that no difference in brazing performance was predicted for an increase in 
forming temperature to 250 °C. However, in Chapters 3 and 4 it was predicted that brazing of O 
temper sheets formed at 250 °C would result in excessive levels of LFM, depleting the liquid 
clad available for brazed joint formation, but plates were successfully brazed for all forming 
temperatures in the current study. As previously noted, warm forming was simulated in the prior 
chapters using uniaxial samples strained in a furnace, and during the brazing heat treatments, the 
samples were nearly horizontal, so the liquid clad alloy did not flow. In the present work, a 
number of capillaries were formed when the plates were brought into contact by the brazing 
fixture. During the brazing heat treatment, the liquid clad flowed to the faying surfaces to form 
brazed joints by capillary action. Since brazed joint fillets are formed with liquid clad from the 
area surrounding the faying surfaces, not just the clad at the faying surfaces, brazed joints were 
successfully formed in the plates, even with localized instances of core dissolution by the liquid 
clad (Fig. 6-6d).  
The re-solidified clad within brazed joint fillets was comprised of a mixture of α-
dendrites and Al-Si eutectic (Fig. 6-6). Away from the braze joint locations, two distinct re-
solidified clad morphologies were observed: (i) a relatively uniform layer on the surface of the 
core grains and (ii) blocky grains protruding into the core alloy. The re-solidified layer of 
relatively uniform thickness is the clad alloy residue (section 2.3), which forms on the surface 
of the sheet at locations far from the brazed joints [46, 47, 91]. During non-equilibrium, 
diffusion-controlled melting of the clad alloy, Si-rich liquid first forms at the clad alloy grain 
boundaries, and is drawn by surface tension to the faying surfaces to form the brazed joint. A 
relatively uniform layer of pro-eutectic Al-Si solid solution, consistent with the solidus 
composition, is left at the sheet surface with little Al-Si eutectic phase. The interface between 
the clad residue and core is planar, as a negligible amount of core dissolution by the liquid clad 
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occurs [45]. This re-solidified morphology was observed for the H24 sheet in all cases, and for 
the O temper sheet where the core was characterized by coarse grains. 
The blocky grains at the surface are the result of liquid film migration (LFM), as 
evidenced by a number of characteristics of the LFM process (section 2.4.3). The resultant 
morphology appears as large Al-Si solid solution grains protruding into the core, void of second 
phase particles and consistent with the solidus composition, reducing the remaining core 
thickness [12, 57, 69]. This morphology is consistent with the present study, although the depth 
of attack in the battery cooling plates was less severe than that observed in the prior chapters, 
since the liquid clad flowed due to gravity and capillary flow in the formed plate geometry, rather 
than pooling on top of the core as in a horizontal sample.  
When the heat exchanger cools from the brazing temperature and the liquid film 
solidifies, clusters of second phase particles are expected at the interface with the remaining core, 
due to the high alloying content of the liquid film from the dissolved core precipitates [12, 16, 
69]. While the exact identification of second phase particles is beyond the scope of this chapter, 
the line-scan data from Fig. 6-9 nevertheless provide useful insights. Fig. 6-9b and c indicate 
that the particles at the interface are rich in Si, Mn, and Fe (Fe was omitted from the plots for 
clarity). These are likely the α-Al15(Mn, Fe)3Si2 particles commonly observed in the post-braze 
condition [3, 17, 21]. Furthermore, both line scans revealed the presence of Ni-rich particles at 
the interface, which are likely one of the Al-Ni intermetallic phases (e.g. Al3Ni), reported to be 
present after the Al-Si-Ni ternary reaction [43]. Wittebrood [14] previously argued that since all 
Ni in the brazing sheet was from the braze-promoting layer at the clad alloy surface, its presence 
at the interface with the remaining core after brazing demonstrated that the migrating liquid film 
was maintained by liquid transport along the affected area grain boundaries, and confirmed the 
post-braze morphology was the result of LFM.   
Finally, the LFM driving force was proposed to be the reduction of stored deformation 
energy in the core [14, 65, 69]. As the liquid film sweeps through a recovered microstructure, 
the liquid cannot support the dislocation structure, and the stored energy is reduced. The results 
of this chapter provide indirect evidence for the strain induced LFM driving force, through the 
FE local strain predictions and the corresponding post-braze microstructure. The post-braze core 
alloy grains can be categorized into a few distinct groups.  
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The O temper core alloy microstructures directly below the dimple faying surfaces (Fig. 
6-7a to c), and at the channel inlet cross-section (Fig. 6-8a to c), were similar to the pre-braze 
core grains and, thus, are likely recovered. The transmission electron microscope images in Fig. 
4-11 revealed that sheets with similar levels of applied strain were recovered after brazing. As 
recovery is only a rearrangement and partial elimination of dislocations, some level of 
deformation energy remains in the sheet, which provides the LFM driving force upon reaching 
the clad alloy eutectic temperature during brazing [14]. The LFM morphology was found in each 
of these micrographs, directly below the recovered grains.  
As the level of deformation increases, the driving force for recrystallization also 
increases. The dominant recrystallization mechanism for moderately deformed Al alloys (i.e. ε≤ 
20 %) is strain induced boundary migration (SIBM), discussed in section 2.4.2 [54]. Grains 
resulting from SIBM were found in the formed plate at the radii of formed dimples (Fig. 6-7a 
and c), where the applied strain was estimated to be ε = 25.2 % from the FE model. The SIBM 
grain thickness was in the order of the overall sheet thickness, and similar microstructures have 
been reported elsewhere [57, 56]. When these locations in the plate reached the clad alloy 
eutectic temperature during brazing, the stored energy in the core (i.e. the driving force for LFM) 
was eliminated. Clad residue formation on the surface of the SIBM grains was shown in Fig. 
6-7a and c, which is in stark contrast to the LFM grains and recovered core alloy directly adjacent 
in the same micrographs. Theyssier and Driver [92] have also shown SIBM to be an important 
recrystallization mechanism for certain grain boundary combinations found in hot rolled Al 
alloys, although the deformation temperatures and amount of deformation were greater than the 
current study (300 °C-400 °C and ε ≥ 100 %). 
It is interesting that SIBM was observed in the O temper sheet formed at 250 °C (Fig. 
6-7c), as it was not observed in the prior chapters at any level of applied strain at 250 °C. 
However, both the level of deformation and the strain rate in the formed plates were greater than 
in the prior chapters. The tensile coupons were stretched to a maximum 12 %, at a strain rate of 
6.6x10-4 s-1, while in this chapter, the FE model predicted plastic strain at the dimple radii clad-
core interface was 25 %, with an average strain rate of 2.0x10-1 s-1. While the Al brazing sheet 
work hardens during RT deformation, the effect is diminished at warm forming temperatures. 
However, Al brazing sheet has been shown to display strain rate sensitivity when forming above 
100 °C (section 2.2). For example, Abedrabbo et al. [34] showed that for H24 AA3003 sheet, 
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the strain hardening exponent (n) decreased from 0.215 to 0.116, while the strain rate sensitivity 
exponent (m) increased from 0.003 to 0.080, as the forming temperature increased from RT to 
260 °C.  Clearly, the strain rate must be considered during warm forming of Al brazing sheet to 
understand the microstructure changes during brazing. If the material flow stress is 
approximately proportional to the square root of the dislocation density [25], the occurrence of 
SIBM in warm formed plate samples, but absence in prior uniaxial tests, may be explained by 
the greater strain rate sensitivity at elevated forming temperatures and higher local strains.  
Finally, a threshold strain is eventually reached, at which point, recrystallization through 
nucleation and growth of new grains becomes possible. The post-braze microstructures 
throughout the H24 plates for both forming temperatures were recrystallized, and were 
insensitive to the local strain, due to the significant cold work already present in the sheet. The 
recrystallized grains were slightly elongated along the sheet rolling direction, similar to the 
recrystallized H24 microstructure observed elsewhere [2, 21]. As with the SIBM grains, the clad 
residue was present at the sheet surface, since the LFM driving force was eliminated prior to 
reaching the clad eutectic temperature during heating to the brazing temperature. 
 
6.5. Summary 
The brazing behaviour of scaled-down prototype battery cooling plates was assessed for 
O and H24 temper sheets, formed at RT, 150 °C, and 250 °C. The results of this chapter were 
also intended to test the predictions made from the results of the prior chapters. The following 
conclusions can be drawn from the results: 
 
1. Leak-free battery cooling plates were successfully brazed for all sheet temper-forming 
temperature combinations. Warm forming of H24 temper sheet to reduce springback 
resulted in more consistent brazed joints in the plates. No obvious difference in 
brazeability was observed for O temper plates formed at different temperatures. 
 
2. The re-solidified clad alloy surface away from the brazed joints was categorized into two 
distinct groups: (i) a thin, relatively uniform surface layer, or (ii) blocky grains protruding 
into the core alloy. The uniform layer was identified as the clad residue, while the blocky 
grains were the result of LFM. LFM grains were found only in O temper plates at 
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locations of relatively low local strain. In the brazed joint fillets, the re-solidified clad 
alloy was comprised of primary dendrites and the Al-Si eutectic structure, as expected 
for solidification of a nearly binary Al-Si hypoeutectic alloy. 
 
3. The O temper post-brazed core alloy was either recovered, at locations of relatively low 
strain, or recrystallized by SIBM at locations with greater imparted strains. SIBM was 
observed in O temper sheets formed at 250 °C at the dimple radii, due to high local strains 
(i.e. 25.2 %) and increased strain rate sensitivity of the Al brazing sheet during warm 
forming. Further, the occurrence of LFM at locations with a recovered microstructure, 
but a clad residue layer at locations with a recrystallized core, suggests a strain-induced 
driving force for LFM. 
 
4. The H24 temper post-brazed core alloy was recrystallized at all locations throughout the 
plate, due to the cold work imparted during sheet production. A clad residue layer was 




The research outlined in the previous chapters has shown that the initial sheet temper, 
forming temperature, strain, and strain rate all play a role in determining the post-braze 
microstructure of the Al brazing sheet. Furthermore, the warm forming of uniaxial specimens 
was able to represent the post-braze microstructure in more complex formed components at 
locations of comparable strain reasonably well. However, some post-brazed microstructures 
were found in the formed cooling plates that were not observed in the uniaxial specimens, and 
are believed to be due to greater local strains and strain rates during forming of the plates. 
Additionally, brazing of the battery cooling plates showed that the brazing performance 
predictions made in Chapters 3 and 4 were not always able to accurately predict the ability to 
form brazed joints, since the brazing predictors did not account for the liquid clad flows in real 
assemblies. The first part of this chapter summarizes the relationship between process variables 
and the post-braze microstructure for the two sheet tempers studied, and discusses the 
implications these have on brazing and component design. As the two sheet tempers used 
throughout this thesis (i.e. O and H24) are processed to have significantly different initial 
microstructures and properties, and thus behave differently during brazing, they will be 
considered separately. 
The brazed cooling plates described in Chapter 6 did not reveal any obvious differences 
in the brazing performance (i.e. ability to fabricate leak-free cooling plates), regardless or 
forming temperature or sheet temper. Thus, if differences exist between the different sheet 
temper-forming temperature combinations, they are expected to manifest in the performance of 
the plates. The second part of this chapter discusses the preliminary results of an internal 
corrosion test used to simulate corrosive failure during service of the cooling plates. 
 
7.1. Microstructure Evolution During Brazing 
7.1.1. O Temper Sheet 
A non-linear relationship between various brazing performance predictors and the level 
of strain imparted to O temper sheets prior to brazing has been shown in a number of past studies 
[12, 57, 65, 69, 70, 71]. In all cases, the worst predicted brazing performance occurred for low 
to intermediate levels of strain (i.e. 2 % to 7.5 %). This relationship is strongly correlated with 
the post-braze microstructure, where poor predicted brazing performance was consistent with a 
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non-recrystallized core alloy and the occurrence of liquid film migration (LFM) during brazing, 
while core alloy recrystallization in more highly strained sheets improves the predicted brazing 
performance by preventing LFM. Due to the relationship between the applied strain, predicted 
brazing performance, and observed post-brazed microstructure, the LFM driving force was 
proposed to be the reduction of stored deformation energy in the core alloy (section 2.4.3) [14]. 
Chapters 3 and 4 showed that both the liquid duration time (LDT) and sagging distance 
had a non-linear dependence on room temperature (RT) applied strain, demonstrating their 
suitability to predict brazing performance. Using these indicators, the brazing performance of 
the O temper sheet was predicted to be impaired when formed above 150° C, which was due to 
an increase in the critical level of strain necessary to trigger core recrystallization during brazing 
and, consequently, an increased range of strains over which LFM occurred. In addition, the 
results from these chapters provided both direct and indirect evidence for the stored deformation 
energy LFM driving force. Direct evidence came in the form of sub-grain boundaries observed 
directly ahead of the re-solidified liquid front in samples with large sagging distances, while a 
fully recrystallized core was present in forming conditions with small sagging distances (Fig. 
4-11). Indirect evidence was provided by the change in the dependence of the LDT and sagging 
distance on applied strain when the forming temperature was increased and, consequently, the 
material flow stress was lowered. 
The analysis of formed and brazed battery cooling plates in Chapters 5 and 6 showed 
that, in general, the microstructure phenomena occurring within the uniaxial specimens were 
also present in formed components, and at similar levels of strain. However, analysis of the 
formed plates provided two additional important observations. First, brazed joints were 
successfully created throughout the plates, despite the poor predicted brazing performance from 
the uniaxial results. Brazed joint formation was due to wetting and capillary flow of the liquid 
clad alloy to the joint locations, which did not occur in the uniaxial coupons. Second, certain 
microstructural phenomena were observed in the formed plates, which were not predicted to 
occur, based on the uniaxial specimens. For example, grains characteristic of strain induced 
boundary migration (SIBM) were observed at dimple radii in plates formed at 250 °C, but were 
not observed in any uniaxial specimens formed at 250 °C. However, it was difficult to attribute 
this result to a specific cause; both the strain and the strain rate at the dimple were greater than 
those applied to the uniaxial specimens, and the strain rapidly changed along the cross section 
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and through the sheet thickness, due to the more complex tensile plus bending loads in the plate. 
In contrast, the uniaxial specimens were limited in the range of strains studied, only experienced 
uniaxial tensile loading, and were restricted to one strain rate. 
To better understand the effect of process parameters on the microstructure evolution 
within warm formed Al brazing sheet during brazing, interrupted tensile tests were performed 
using a range of strain rates and higher levels of strain; the test parameters are listed in Table 
7-1. The same sample geometry and experimental set-up as described in section 3.2.1 was used. 
After stretching, 4.8 mm diameter discs were punched from between the extensometer markers 
on the gauge length of the tensile specimens. The disc samples were exposed to a simulated 
brazing cycle, consisting of a 3 min hold at 600 °C, using the differential scanning calorimeter 
as a controlled atmosphere furnace. Nitrogen gas of 99.999% purity was flowed through the 
furnace during the test. The heating and cooling rates were 20 °C/min up to 500 °C and 10 °C/min 
above 500 °C.  
 
Table 7-1 Interrupted tensile test parameters used to study the microstructure evolution during 
brazing. 
Forming Temperatures (°C) Engineering Strains (%) 
Average Engineering Strain 
Rates (s-1) 
150, 250 4, 6,10, 20 6.6x10-2, 6.6x10-3, 6.6x10-4 
 
The Al brazing sheet stress-strain data for all forming temperature-strain rate 
combinations are presented in Fig. 7-1, along with the RT data from Chapter 3. From the figure, 
the material behaviour clearly depends on both forming temperature and strain rate, and the level 
of work hardening rapidly decrease with increasing forming temperature. The material flow 
stress clearly decreases with increasing forming temperature, but increases with greater strain 
rates. As noted in section 3.3.1, a slight decrease in the stress-strain curves was observed during 
forming at 250 °C, due to the onset of diffuse necking. No clear decrease in stress was observed 





Fig. 7-1 Experimental stress-strain data for O temper sheet formed at different temperatures 
and strain rates. The RT stress-strain data from Chapters 3 and 4 are plotted for reference. 
 
The extended Nadai phenomenological model, with a modified strain rate dependence 
term (Eq. 9), was shown to adequately describe the hardening response of Al brazing sheet [88]:  
 
 
𝜎 = 𝐶(𝜖𝑝 + 𝜖0)
𝑛
(1 + B log (
𝜖̇
𝜖0̇
)) Eq. 9 
 
where σ is the flow stress, 𝜖𝑝 and 𝜖0 are the plastic and reference strains, 𝜖̇ and 𝜖0̇ are the true 
and reference strain rates, C is the strength coefficient, n is the work hardening exponent, and B 
is a material constant analogous to the strain rate sensitivity exponent. The model was modified 
from the original form by taking the logarithm of the strain rate term, rather than using a power 
law dependency, since the power law resulted in non-physical stress values at high strain rates 
[88]. The temperature dependence of the model is captured by allowing C, n, and B to vary with 
temperature. The general form of the equation used to calculate each value of C, n, and B is 
given in Eq. 10: 
 
 𝛽 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 (1 − exp (𝑐
𝑇 − 273
𝑇𝑚
)) Eq. 10 
 
where β is C, n, or B, T is the forming temperature, Tm is a fitting parameter, and a, b, and c are 
model parameters determined by non-linear regression of experimental data, and are different 
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for each of C, n, and B. Calculating n and B can quantify the relative importance of work 
hardening and strain rate sensitivity of the Al brazing sheet for different forming temperatures. 
Using data provided by Han [88], the variations in C, n, and B as a function of forming 
temperature were calculated (Fig. 7-2). From the figure, it can be seen that the Al brazing sheet 
hardening response during RT forming is governed by strain hardening, with negligible 
contributions from the strain rate. Conversely, the flow stress behaviour is more strain rate 
sensitive and less dependent on strain hardening when forming at 250 °C. Forming at 150 °C has 
contributions from both strain- and strain rate-hardening, as the values of n and B are nearly 
equivalent at this temperature. These observations are well aligned with the findings of 
Bagheriasl et al. [7], who showed that the effect of strain rate on total elongation of the Al brazing 
sheet only began to be noticeable at 150 °C.  
 
 
Fig. 7-2 Calculated Nadai model parameters C, n, and B, as a function of forming temperature, 
using data for O temper sheet from Han [88]. 
 
Interestingly, none of the past studies on the relationship between brazing performance 
and strain referred to the strain rate used, but as these studies were all concerned with RT 
forming, the strain rate effect was negligible. However, the strain rate effect on the material 
hardening behaviour becomes much more pronounced as the forming temperature is increased.  
The microstructures after simulated brazing at 600 °C for 3 min, as a function of strain and strain 
rate, can be seen in Fig. 7-3 and Fig. 7-4, for sheets formed at 150 °C and 250 °C, respectively. 
From the figures, the micrographs are categorized into four groups: (1) a non-recrystallized core 
with no LFM at the clad surface, (2) a non-recrystallized core with LFM at the clad surface, (3) 
a partially recrystallized core via SIBM with LFM at the clad surface, and (4) a fully 
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recrystallized core with clad residue at the surface. These are the same general interactions which 
were outlined by Wittebrood [14], although the case of the partially recrystallized core (i.e. case 
3) has been added. 
 
 
Fig. 7-3 Microstructures after simulated brazing at 600 °C for 3 min, as a function of strain and 
strain rate, for O temper samples formed at 150 °C. Numbers in parentheses indicate 
classification of interactions within the sheet. 
 
 
Fig. 7-4 Microstructures after simulated brazing at 600 °C for 3 min, as a function of strain and 
strain rate, for O temper samples formed at 250 °C. Numbers in parentheses indicate 




The first class of interactions occurs when the stored deformation energy within the core 
alloy is too low to trigger either LFM or recrystallization during brazing. An example of this lack 
of interaction can be seen in Fig. 7-4 for the 250 °C- 6.6x10-4 s-1-4 % condition. As the core alloy 
stored deformation energy increases, but remains below the level required to trigger 
recrystallization, the driving force for LFM increases. The resultant microstructure is 
characterized by large grains at the surface protruding into a non-recrystallized core, and was 
observed when the strain increased (250 °C-6.6x10-4 s-1-6 %), the strain rate increased (250 °C-
6.6x10-3 s-1-4 %), or when the forming temperature was lowered (150 °C-6.6x10-4 s-1-4 %). A 
partially recrystallized core with LFM at the surface (i.e. case 3) was observed with further 
increases in stored deformation energy, which resulted from greater strain (250 °C-6.6x10-4 s-1-
10 %), higher strain rate (250 °C-6.6x10-3 s-1-6 %), or a lower forming temperature (150 °C-
6.6x10-4 s-1-6 %). Nylen et al. [65] reported similar post-braze microstructures, with narrow 
bands of non-recrystallized grains directly ahead of the liquid film, but coarse recrystallized 
grains deeper into the core.  The authors proposed that the non-recrystallized grains were due to 
the inward diffusion of Si from the clad alloy, resulting in the precipitation of fine α-Al(Mn, 
Fe)Si particles, which stabilized the deformed sub-structure to provide a driving force for the 
liquid film. Beyond the diffusion zone, the core alloy was able to recrystallize. Similar 
microstructures were also presented in Chapter 4 for the sagging distance measurements. Finally, 
a critical level of stored energy is reached, at which point recrystallization via SIBM occurs 
during the brazing cycle. Again, the change in post-braze microstructure was observed with a 
greater strain (250 °C-6.6x10-4 s-1-20 %), higher strain rate (250 °C-6.6x10-2 s-1-10 %), or lower 
forming temperature (150 °C-6.6x10-4 s-1-10 %). In all cases, the core alloy grains were coarse 
and elongated, and a relatively uniform clad residue layer was present at the sheet surface. 
The observation in Chapters 3 and 4 that warm forming leads to an extension of strains 
over which LFM can occur was accurate, but not complete. Fig. 7-3 and Fig. 7-4 indicate that 
for warm forming, the microstructure evolution as a function of strain will shift when the strain 
rate changes. For example, it was noted in Chapter 4 that the sagging distance as a function of 
strain was similar for sheets formed at RT and 150 °C, with nearly equivalent sagging distances 
above 6 % strain. It can be seen from Fig. 7-3 that the occurrence of LFM and the onset of 
recrystallization shifted to lower strains as the strain rate increased, becoming very similar to the 
microstructures of RT formed sheet (Fig. 3-7 and Fig. 4-7). This is not surprising, as it can be 
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seen from Fig. 7-1 that as the strain rate increased at 150 °C, the stress-strain curve approached 
the RT curve. 
The microstructure evolution shown in Fig. 7-3 and Fig. 7-4 is in agreement with the 
proposed deformation energy theory dictating the relationship between LFM and 
recrystallization. However, the findings also indicate some discrepancies in using the flow stress 
to approximate the stored energy in the core alloy, as was suggested in past chapters. For 
example, a fully recrystallized core was present in the 250 °C-6.6x10-4 s-1- 20 % condition. 
However, the data in  Fig. 7-2 indicate that, due to the lack of strain hardening at 250 °C (n=0.10), 
the stress at 20 % strain is very similar to the value at 10 % strain, yet the core is only partially 
recrystallized and suffers from LFM at 10 % strain. Furthermore, the stress at 20 % strain is less 
than that for the 250 °C-6.6x10-2 s-1-4 % condition, but in the latter case the microstructure 
consists of a non-recrystallized core with LFM at the sheet surface.  
One possible explanation for the noted discrepancy is that the driving pressure for LFM 
depends on the dislocation density in the core (Eq. 8). However, the dislocations can be arranged 
in dislocation cells after forming to low strains and, due to dynamic recovery, the cells can 
become well defined sub-grains at higher strains [93]. This is particularly important during warm 
forming, where dislocation re-mobilization is more feasible [27]. Furthermore, it has been 
reported that recovery occurs in the order of seconds during annealing of an Al-1% Mn alloy 
[94], so recovery is expected to occur during heating to the brazing temperature. As it is the 
stored energy in the core alloy just before the clad alloy melts which determines if LFM occurs, 
it would perhaps be more suitable to relate the LFM driving pressure to the energy associated 
with a sub-grain structure, rather than the dislocation density. For example, it may be more useful 
to relate the likelihood of LFM to the core alloy microhardness of samples heated to 570 °C, as 
microhardness has shown to be a relatively straightforward way of estimating stored energy [87].  
Finally, functional battery cooling plates were successfully brazed from plates formed up 
to 250 °C, regardless of the predicted increase in the material susceptibility to LFM after warm 
forming. In fact, brazed joint fillets were successfully formed despite LFM occurring within the 
joint (Fig. 6-6), due to liquid clad flow to the faying surfaces by wetting and capillary action. No 
clear differences were observed between brazed plates formed at different temperatures at the 
component level using digital radiography, or in their ability to be pressurized. Thus, if any 
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differences exist between plates formed at different temperatures, they are expected to manifest 
in the corrosion resistance of the cooling plates.  
 
7.1.2. H24 Temper Sheet 
Unlike with the O temper sheet, the H24 post-brazed microstructures observed 
throughout the current work were fairly homogeneous; recrystallized core grains elongated along 
the sheet rolling direction, and a relatively uniform clad residue layer were observed, regardless 
of the level of strain or forming temperature. This finding was consistent across the uniaxial test 
specimens described in Chapter 3, and in the formed plates in Chapters 5 and 6. Due to the 
homogeneity of the post-braze microstructure, the LDT data in Chapter 3 did not suggest there 
would be any difference in the brazing performance after warm forming. The predicted brazing 
performance was shown to be in agreement with actual brazing performance, in terms of the 
ability to braze leak-free battery cooling plates.  
As noted by Han et al [11]., to reduce springback of H24 sheet to the level of fully 
annealed sheet when forming complex components, a higher forming temperature than that used 
with simple formed geometries was required. For example, a forming temperature of 325 °C was 
needed to completely reduce the level of springback of the H24 sheet to the level of the O temper 
sheet for the battery cooling plate geometry, compared to 250 °C for a simple ‘U’ channel 
geometry used in a prior study [9]. Since warm forming at 250 °C has been shown to have no 
adverse impact on the brazing performance of the H24 temper sheet (Chapter 6), H24 temper 
plates should be formed above 250 °C and brazed. In the cooling plate geometry used in Chapter 
6, springback of RT formed H24 sheet was overcome by fixturing, and parts were successfully 
brazed. However, the full benefits of warm forming are expected to be apparent with the full-
scale geometry, since the deviation from flatness will be larger for the same angular deflection. 
Thus, preliminary brazing trials were performed for plates formed at 325 °C; all forming and 
brazing parameters and procedures were the same as those used in section 6.2.1. It can be seen 
from the radiographic images in Fig. 7-5 that brazed fillets were successfully formed around all 
dimples and around the edges of the channels, although some inconsistencies were noted. The 
first sample formed at 325 °C had a leak at the fittings, due to insufficient filler metal paste 
applied to the channel inlet prior to brazing, but no leaks were identified at any other locations. 
The second sample was found to be leak-free when tested up to 0.28 MPa (40 psi). Thus, forming 
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Fig. 7-5 Radiographic images of (a) first and (b) second replicates of brazed battery cooling 
plates formed from H24 sheet at 325 °C. Missing or inconsistent braze fillet formations are 
circled, and the arrow indicates irregular clad pooling on the flange. 
 
The similarity in brazing performance of H24 sheets formed at RT and 250 °C does not 
preclude the possibility of a difference in the sheets’ resistance to corrosive failure. Fig. 3-3 
revealed that thermal softening of the material occurred during forming at 250 °C, and that the 
stress-strain curve had a negative slope, due to diffuse necking. These observations have also 
been reported in prior studies [36]. These results are also reflected by changes in the Nadai model 
parameters (Table 7-2), where a significant decrease in the strength coefficient occurs when the 
forming temperature increases to 250 °C, and the strain hardening exponent becomes slightly 
negative. From the table, the effects are expected to be more exaggerated at 325 °C. 
 
Table 7-2 Variation in the Nadai model parameters as a function of forming temperature, 
calculated using data from Han [88]. 
T (°C) n B C (MPa) 
25 0.13 0.00 300.76 
250 -0.08 0.19 85.17 




Despite thermal softening during warm forming, microhardness measurements after 
forming revealed that the warm formed H24 core alloy hardness was in the same order of 
magnitude as the RT formed sheet, although the warm formed sheet consistently had a slightly 
lower hardness (Fig. 3-15). This observation was partially attributed to a slight amount of 
dynamic recovery during warm forming. According to the recrystallization laws outlined by 
Burke and Turnbull [58], the recrystallized grain size depends on the level of deformation 
imparted to the sheet prior to annealing. If the stored energy in the core is reduced during warm 
forming by dynamic recovery, the recrystallized grain size of the warm formed sheet is expected 
to be coarser than for the RT formed sheet. While the warm formed H24 sheet appears to have a 
slightly coarser grain size (e.g. Fig. 3-11 and Fig. 6-6 to Fig. 6-8), these results are anecdotal, as 
the grain size was not quantified in the current investigation. However, large recrystallized grains 
are favorable for improved brazeability, as they limit the number of high diffusivity paths for 
liquid clad penetration (sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3), while coarse and elongated grains are desirable 
for corrosion resistance, as this minimizes the total grain boundary area for intergranular attack 
[2]. Thus, the effect of forming temperature on recrystallized grain size should be quantified. 
Slight changes in the initial condition of the H24 sheet can impact the post-braze microstructure; 
a recent investigation has shown that, by increasing the Mg content in the core from 0.1 wt% to 
0.5 wt%, the length of the recrystallized grains decreased from 100 µm to 70 µm [21]. If the 
post-braze recrystallized grain size in warm formed sheet is, in fact, coarser than in RT formed 
sheet, enhanced corrosion resistance would be expected, which would be a non-obvious benefit 
of warm forming.  
 
7.2. Corrosion Resistance of Warm Formed Battery Cooling Plates 
As noted in section 2.5, the corrosion resistance of the brazing sheet depends on the 
phases present at the surface in contact with the corrosive environment. In particular, the LFM 
morphology has been suggested to increase the susceptibility of the core alloy to corrosive attack, 
as it provides pathways for corrosion propagation into the core alloy along the affected area grain 
boundaries, and the intermetallic particles which form where the film solidifies can lead to 
preferential corrosion of the adjacent core [12, 19, 65, 69, 95]. Thus, the increased range of 
strains over which LFM may be present in a warm formed component could lead to an increased 
susceptibility to corrosive failure in certain locations, which may not have been a concern with 
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RT formed components. As corrosive failure of automotive heat exchangers may take years to 
occur during field service, accelerated corrosion tests are used in alloy and product development. 
Scott et al. [96] outlined several criteria that an accelerated corrosion tests should meet: 
 
1. The test should replicate the corrosion morphology observed after field service. 
 
2. The test environment should be a plausible analogue to the actual service environment. 
 
3. The test sample should reasonably reflect the actual heat exchanger component. 
 
4. The test performance criterion should be suitable to the application and should provide 
objective and quantifiable results. 
 
5. The test duration should be relatively short. 
 
The ability to replicate the corrosion morphology after field service is the most important 
criterion, since a test that fails to do so cannot predict in-service corrosion performance. 
Accelerated corrosion testing of Al brazing sheet and automotive heat exchangers are classified 
as either external (i.e. air side) or  internal (i.e. coolant side) tests. External tests are intended to 
simulate the material’s corrosion resistance to the external environment, such as road salts and 
exhaust fume by-products, while internal tests are used to investigate the corrosion resistance of 
the sheet surface in contact with the engine coolant. The Sea water acetic acid test (SWAAT), 
described in ASTM G85 [97], and the Old Yokohama (OY) River Water Test [98], are the most 
common external and internal accelerated corrosion tests used for automotive heat exchangers, 
respectively. However, comparison of accelerated test specimens with components retrieved 
after field service revealed that the accelerated tests only replicate the corrosion morphology of 
the most severe environmental conditions [99]. Consequently, a number of alternative standard 
and self-developed accelerated tests have been used to assess corrosion performance of Al 
brazing sheets, with varying success. A more thorough history of the development of accelerated 
corrosion tests is presented elsewhere [19]. As noted by Zhao and Woods [1], the variation in 
accelerated tests makes the comparison of results across studies difficult, and an industry-wide 
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standardization is needed. Further complicating the comparison of results is the fact that 
corrosion results may be performed on either Al brazing sheet coupons or full heat exchanger 
assemblies, and that the metric used to evaluate corrosion performance can change from one 
study to the next.  
To determine the relative corrosion resistance of the various forming conditions in the 
current study, the battery cooling plates brazed in Chapter 6 were subjected to an accelerated 
internal corrosion test. The cooling plates are clearly a suitable representation of the actual heat 
exchanger components (criterion 3). The test was adapted from ASTM D2570 “Standard test 
methods for simulated service corrosion testing of engine coolants” [100], and was performed at 
Dana Canada. Four replicates from each forming condition, for a total of 20 samples, were 
connected in series, and a neutral salt solution was circulated through the assembly at a flow rate 
of 0.056 L/min. The solution was of the same composition as the ‘corrosive water’ outlined in 
ASTM D2570, which is comprised of deionized water with the addition of sodium salts of 
chloride (NaCl), sulphate (Na2SO4), and bicarbonate (NaHCO3), such that the final solution had 
a concentration of 100 ppm of each anion; the mass of each salt required to make 1 L of solution 
is given in Table 7-3. While this test solution does not replicate the service environment of the 
cooling plates (criterion 2), the solution was used to ensure a relatively short test duration 
(criterion 5), and because it is the relative, not absolute, corrosion resistance which is of interest 
here. Furthermore, the corrosive solution was maintained at 65 °C ± 5 °C throughout the test 
duration, to simultaneously reflect the service environment of battery heat extraction by the 
coolant (criterion 2), and to accelerate the rate of failure (criterion 5). The total volume of test 
solution prepared was greater than 10 times the total volume of all samples.  
 
Table 7-3 Mass of the three sodium salts used to make 1 L of corrosive water solution [100]. 
Salt Mass (mg) 
Sodium Chloride 165 
Sodium Sulphate 148 
Sodium Bicarbonate 138 
 
The test was performed either until failure of each cooling plate, in the form of a visible 
leak, or for a duration of 1000 hrs. The battery plates were visually inspected for leaks at a 
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minimum of once every 24 hrs, with the exception of weekends. The time to sheet perforation is 
the most meaningful result for the cooling plate application, as perforation during service would 
lead to coolant leaks and, consequently, loss of heat transfer performance. Furthermore, time to 
perforation is both quantitative and objective (criterion 4). The location of perforation is also of 
interest, as consistencies in this metric could elucidate problem areas for specific forming 
conditions, related to the sheet microstructure at that location, or problem areas across all 
forming conditions, related to the geometric design of the cooling plates. 
Only one sample was reported to fail during the test, after 432 hrs of exposure. The 
sample was removed from the series connection of samples for analysis, and the remaining plates 
were re-connected to continue to test. The failed sample was from the O-150 °C forming 
condition, and the perforation occurred near one of the ribs as seen in Fig. 7-6a.  The radiographic 
image of the plate taken prior to the corrosion test did not indicate any obvious defects at the 
location of failure (Fig. 7-6b). The sample was sectioned across the width of the plate at the 
failure location and prepared for metallographic analysis. Fig. 7-7a and b revealed that the failure 
location was adjacent to the rib, not at the brazed joint. The corrosive attack progressed through 
the core alloy thickness by mixed intergranular and pitting mechanisms, and also propagated 
laterally. Obviously, the original microstructure at the initiation point was not available for 
examination, but it is reasonable to assume the microstructure would be similar at the same 
location on the opposite side of the channel (Fig. 7-7c). A non-recrystallized core alloy was 
observed in Fig. 7-7c, but there was no evidence of LFM grains or localized corrosive attack. 
Instead, the corrosion morphology at this surface consisted of broad and smooth hemispherical 
pits, which has previously been reported for accelerated corrosion tests using neutral salt 
solutions [96]. Furthermore, no clear sign of preferential corrosive attack was observed at a 
location in the same channel cross-section where grains characteristic of LFM were observed 





Fig. 7-6 O-150 °C battery cooling plate (a) external surface after 432 hrs of testing, with an 
arrow indicating the failure location, and (b) radiographic image prior to corrosion testing, with 
the failure location circled. 
 
 
Fig. 7-7 O-150 °C battery cooling plated after 432 hrs of exposure to neutral salt solution. 
Micrographs in (a) and (b) indicate intergranular corrosion at the failure location, while 
superficial hemispherical pitting can be seen (c) near the brazed joint at the same location as 
(a) and (b) but in the other formed plate, and (d) near grains characteristic of LFM. 
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The test was stopped after 1000 hrs, with no additional samples noted to fail during the 
test. However, visual inspection of the external surface of the battery plate samples after the test 
revealed the presence of a residue on a number of samples, similar to that observed in Fig. 7-6a, 
suggesting that leaks were present. Radiographic scans of the remaining 19 plates were 
performed after visual inspection to non-destructively examine the extent of corrosion within the 
plate, followed by leak testing of each sample to identify possible failure locations. Radiography 
and leak tests were performed using the same experimental settings as described in section 6.2.3. 
The leak test revealed that a number of samples had failed during the test, which was 
evidenced by the evolution of air bubbles when the samples were submerged in a pool of water 
and pressure was applied to the channels. The number of samples for each forming condition 
with identified leaks are summarized in Table 7-4; the O-150 °C sample which failed at 432 hrs 
is also included in the table. However, the time to perforation data were not recorded, since the 
leaks were not detected by visual inspection during the test. Scott et al. [96] noted the difficulty 
in reliably detecting perforations by visual inspection, and attributed this to a gelatinous 
aluminum hydroxide corrosion product which can block the small perforation. It is possible that 
the leaks were not detected during the test due to the low flow rate of the solution, but became 
evident when a pressure of 0.28 MPa (40 psi) was applied to the channels. Clearly, an improved 
inspection process is necessary to identify leaks when they occur. 
 




RT 2 2 
150 °C 3 - 
250 °C 2 1 
 
While the time to perforation data were not recorded during the corrosion test, the 
perforation locations were determined from the leak test. The locations of identified perforations 
from all forming conditions are summarized in Fig. 7-8. It should be noted that the number of 
perforations for a given forming condition in Fig. 7-8 does not necessarily match the number of 
failed samples reported in Table 7-4, since some samples had multiple perforations. For example, 
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4 perforations were identified for the H24-RT condition, but only 2 samples from this condition 
were observed to leak. The perforation locations are overlaid on an image of one half of a brazed 
battery cooling plate, due to symmetry in the geometry of the plate, to better identify patterns in 
perforation locations.  
 
 
Fig. 7-8 Summary of perforation locations from failed samples for all forming conditions. Leak 
locations are overlaid over an image of one half of a brazed battery cooling plate. 
 
It is apparent from Fig. 7-8 that there is not any clear relationship between the 
susceptibility to perforation by corrosion and the sheet temper-forming temperature 
combination. However, it can be seen that the perforations were mainly concentrated around 
either: (i) the channel inlet and fittings, or (ii) formed features such as ribs and dimples. Since 
the post-braze microstructures throughout the formed plates were shown, in sections 5.3 and 6.3, 
to differ for the different forming conditions, the perforations near the formed features are not 
expected to be the result of preferential attack due to unfavourable microstructures at these 
locations. Rather, it is believed that these failures could be initiated by the fluid flow pattern in 
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the channel, inducing a combination of cavitation or impingement, which would degrade the 
passive film at the sheet surface, and subsequent pitting initiation by the ingress of Cl- ions from 
the solution [74]. However, a more detailed study of the fluid flow through the channel needs to 
be conducted to determine if the fluid pressure at the locations of interest falls below the vapour 
pressure at 65 °C to cause cavitation. 
The radiographic scans for two brazed plates after the corrosion test are presented in Fig. 
7-9. The radiographic scans provide valuable insights into the nature of the corrosive attack on 
the plate, which are not easily obtained by other inspection methods. For example, in Fig. 7-9c 
and d, the radiographic scans have been magnified around the perforation, which appears 
brighter than the surrounding region, due to thinning of the material. In both cases, it can be seen 
that the failure location is not a small, well-defined pin hole, but appears to have laterally spread 
through the plate. While the leak test could identify the location of the failure, and microstructure 
analysis could elucidate the corrosion mechanisms and extent of corrosion within a given cross 
section, neither method could identify the failure location and two dimensional extent of 





Fig. 7-9 Radiographic images of (a) O-RT and (b) O-150 °C brazed assemblies after the 
internal corrosion test with the perforation location enclosed by a white square. The 
perforations are magnified in (c) and (d) for the O-RT and O-150 °C plates, respectively, with 
the corrosion affected region enclosed by a dashed white line. 
 
Micrographs taken along the arrow through the failure location in Fig. 7-9c are presented 
in Fig. 7-10. From Fig. 7-10a, it can be seen that corrosion progressed through the sheet thickness 
along core alloy grain boundaries, beginning at the re-solidified sheet surface and eventually 
leading to perforation of the sheet, which is the typical corrosion propagation mechanism in Al 
brazing sheet [1, 2, 3]. Mixed intergranular and pitting mechanisms were found at all perforation 
locations in the current study, regardless of sheet temper or forming temperature. Microstructures 
from the same cross section, adjacent to the perforation but closer to the brazed joint at the edge 
of the channel are presented in Fig. 7-10b and c. It can be seen that even after 1000 hrs of testing, 
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the corrosion morphology is uniform and consists of shallow hemispherical pits at locations 
away from the perforation (Fig. 7-10b). Similar to Fig. 7-7d, Fig. 7-10c shows regions where the 
re-solidified surface is characterized by LFM-like grains that do not appear to be more 
susceptible to corrosive attack. While past studies had noted that LFM would lead to greater 
susceptibility to corrosive failure, these studies used more aggressive corrosive environments 
(i.e. higher Cl- concentrations and lower pH) than that used in the current investigation [12, 101]. 
The lack of localized attack at these locations likely explains why no clear relationship between 
forming condition and susceptibility to corrosive failure was observed. A more comprehensive 
study is required to elucidate the relationships between processing, microstructure, environment, 
and corrosion performance.  
 
 
Fig. 7-10 Post-corrosion test microstructure taken along the arrow in Fig. 7-9c for the O-RT 
cooling plate (a) at the perforation, (b) adjacent to the perforation, and (c) toward the brazed 




Finally, the failures which were observed between the channel inlets and the tubular 
fittings can be understood by examination of the microstructures at the failure locations. An 
example of a typical microstructure from one such failure location is shown in Fig. 7-11, taken 
from an O-250 °C brazed sample. As noted in section 6.2.1, a filler metal-flux paste was 
manually applied between the channel inlet and fitting during assembly of the components prior 
to brazing. It can be seen in Fig. 7-11 that no filler metal is present at the location where the 
channel inlet perforated. As a result, a crevice was formed in the assembly at this location where 
the test solution could become trapped, forming a local concentration cell. After initiation of 
corrosion, the attack was able to progress through the sheet thickness by mixed intergranular and 
pitting mechanisms. Therefore, the failures observed at the interface between the fittings and 
channel inlet are manufacturing defects, and are attributable to the manual application of filler 
metal paste during assembly. This issue should be eliminated if a more robust method of 
application is used during high volume production of the plates. 
 
 
Fig. 7-11 Crevice corrosion at the interface between the fitting and channel inlet, due to 
insufficient application of filler metal paste prior to brazing the assembly. Image taken from an 




8. Summary, Conclusions, and Future Work 
 
8.1. Summary and Conclusions 
Warm forming can be used to expand heat exchanger design possibilities and enable the 
use of higher strength sheets. However, the relationships between the material initial condition 
(i.e. sheet temper), forming temperature, and brazeability had not previously been studied, which 
forms the basis for the objective of the research contained in this thesis. The results presented 
throughout were the first to investigate this relationship, and provided a number of fundamental 
and applied discoveries. The following conclusions can be drawn from the current research:  
 
1. The post-braze microstructure of fully annealed Al brazing sheet depends on the applied 
strain, strain rate, and temperature at which the sheet was formed. When the forming 
conditions were such that the stored deformation energy in the core alloy was relatively 
low, the post-braze microstructure was characterized by a non-recrystallized core alloy, 
with Al-Si solid solution grains at the re-solidified clad surface protruding into the core 
due to liquid film migration (LFM) during brazing. The core alloy stored energy was 
increased when a lower forming temperature was used, when the strain rate was 
increased, or when a greater level of strain was applied. When a critical level of stored 
energy was reached, recrystallization by strain induced boundary migration (SIBM) 
occurred in the core alloy during heating to the brazing temperature. SIBM produced 
coarse and elongated grains in the core alloy, and a clad residue layer of relatively 
uniform thickness at the original clad surface. Forming above 150 °C extended the range 
of strains over which LFM occurred during brazing, and increased the threshold level of 
strain to initiate SIBM. This was particularly true for low strain rates (i.e. 6.6x10-4 s-1), 
while the regime over which LFM occurred shifted to lower strains when higher strain 
rates were used. For example, LFM was observed between 6 % and 10 % for samples 
strained at 250 °C and 6.6x10-4 s-1, but only between 4 % and 6 % when the sheet was 
strained at 250 °C and 6.6x10-2 s-1. The current results were the first time that the strain 
rate effect was observed, since all past studies have been concerned with room 




2. For all forming temperatures and levels of strain studied, the H24 temper post-braze 
microstructure was characterized by recrystallized grains elongated along the sheet 
rolling direction and a relatively uniform thickness clad residue layer. Due to the cold 
work imparted during production of the Al brazing sheet to achieve the H24 temper, the 
core alloy had sufficient stored energy to recrystallize before the clad alloy melting 
temperature was reached during the brazing cycle. While some dynamic recovery of the 
H24 sheet was suspected to occur during forming at 250°C, the core alloy microhardness 
measurements after forming revealed that the hardness was in the same order of 
magnitude as that of room temperature formed sheets, so  recrystallization still occurred.  
 
3. The trends in the clad alloy liquid duration time (LDT) and sheet sagging distance, both 
as a function of applied strain, were in excellent agreement with the results of past studies 
for room temperature formed sheet, which indicated their suitability as brazing 
performance indicators. Furthermore, the post-braze sheet microstructures were strongly 
correlated with the relationship between these metrics and applied strain. Poor brazing 
performance was predicted by either a low LDT or a large sagging distance, both of 
which were consistent with a recovered core alloy and the occurrence of LFM during 
brazing.  On the other hand, good brazing performance was predicted when the LDT was 
large or the sagging distance was small, and a recrystallized core without penetration by 
the liquid clad was observed for these forming conditions. Using these metrics, sub-
optimal brazing performance was predicted for O temper sheet formed above 150 °C, 
while no change in brazing performance was expected for H24 temper sheet formed up 
to 250 °C.  
 
4. The driving force for LFM is the reduction of stored deformation energy. While this 
driving force was proposed in previous studies, the results in this thesis provide both 
direct and indirect evidence to support this theory. Transmission electron microscopy 
images from the interface between the LFM affected area and the remaining core 
revealed the presence of sub-boundaries in the remaining core, for forming conditions 
which had a large sagging distance. These conditions included O temper sheet strained 
to 4 % at room temperature, and strained to 10 % at 250 °C. On the other hand, no sub-
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structure was found in the core for forming conditions with good predicted brazing 
performance, such as O temper sheet formed to 6 % strain at room temperature, due to 
recrystallization. The change in the dependence of the LDT and the sheet sagging 
distance on applied strain when the forming temperature increased and, consequently, 
the material flow stress decreased, provided indirect evidence for the stored deformation 
energy driving force. However, it was also shown that the simple relationship between 
dislocation density and material flow stress, in conjunction with the proposed LFM 
driving force, was not adequate to accurately estimate the relative susceptibility to LFM 
for certain forming conditions.  
 
5. The development of innovative automotive heat exchanger technologies, through the use 
of warm forming to increase material forming limits and reduce sheet springback, is 
feasible. Scaled-down battery cooling plates were formed from both O and H24 sheet 
tempers between room temperature and 250 °C, and were successfully brazed. After 
calibrating the assembly and brazing process, all plates were shown to be leak-free up to 
0.28 MPa (40 psi). No clear difference in the brazing performance was found at the 
component level for either sheet temper or forming temperature, although brazed fillet 
consistency for the H24 sheet improved when the forming temperature was increased to 
250 °C. The post-braze microstructures for both sheet tempers were comparable to those 
of the uniaxial specimens at similar levels of strain and strain rate. The brazed battery 
cooling plates also revealed that the brazing performance predictions for the O temper 
sheet, using the LDT and sagging distance measurements, were not correct. These 
metrics were measured on uniaxial test specimens, where the liquid clad was relatively 
static, unlike in the formed plate where the liquid clad flowed to joint locations by wetting 
and capillary flow. Thus, sufficient liquid clad was available to form the brazed joints in 
the formed plates, despite the occurrence of LFM, even within the joint.  
 
6. The preliminary internal corrosion tests provided useful insights at both the macro- and 
microstructure-scales. No clear relationship was observed between the susceptibility to 
failure and the forming condition, and the time to perforation was not recorded for all but 
one failed sample, due to the inability to visually detect leaks during the test. However, 
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the perforation locations from samples of all forming conditions were shown to be 
concentrated either at the channel inlet and fittings, or around formed features in the 
coolant channels. Failures near formed features were not in the heavily deformed 
materials and are believed to be due to the fluid flow pattern through the channel (e.g. 
causing local pressure drops leading to cavitation), rather than due to microstructure 
differences. Failures at the fittings were the result of insufficient filler metal application 
during assembly, leading to the formation of a crevice between the fitting and inlet. At 
the microstructure level, the test resulted in a fairly uniform hemispherical pitting 
morphology, characteristic of neutral salt solutions. At the perforation locations, 
corrosion progressed through the sheet thickness by combined intergranular and pitting 
mechanisms. Interestingly, re-solidified clad regions characterized by LFM-like grains 
did not show an increased susceptibility to corrosion as was reported in prior studies. 
Further work is required to elucidate the relationship between processing, microstructure, 
environment, and susceptibility to corrosion. 
 
8.2.  Recommended Future Work 
While numerous important findings were made in conducting this research, they also 
uncovered a number of additional questions which should be further investigated. In this section, 
a set of actionable next steps is recommended, in order to further the understanding of the 
relationship between forming, brazing, and corrosion performance at the fundamental level, and 
to advance the commercial viability of the warm forming process in heat exchanger production. 
 
1. The competition between LFM and recrystallization during brazing was shown to depend 
on the processing parameters used during sheet forming. However, it was shown that 
there were discrepancies in relating the driving pressure derived by Wittebrood [14] to 
the Al brazing sheet flow stress. Furthermore, the LFM driving pressure was derived in 
terms of the dislocation density in the core alloy, which is not easily measured. Thus, it 
is recommended that a more practical model be developed to relate the material 
susceptibility to LFM, or the propensity of the sheet to recrystallize during brazing, to 
processing parameters (i.e. forming temperature, strain, and strain rate). For example, the 
sheet susceptibility to LFM could be quantified by the LDT or sagging distance. The 
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metric selected could then be plotted as a function of the core alloy hardness after 
forming, which, in turn, depends on the forming temperature, strain, and strain rate. It 
should also be noted that while the model may not necessarily describe the actual brazing 
performance of the sheet in a real assembly, it would allow for a straightforward 
prediction of the post-braze microstructure and a qualitative assessment of brazeability 
over a large processing window. 
 
2. A prior study showed that springback of the H24 sheet was not fully reduced after 
forming at 250 °C, and since springback will be magnified at the full-scale geometry, this 
could lead to issues during brazing. However, forming at 325 °C was shown to reduce 
springback to below the level of room temperature formed annealed sheet. The 
preliminary results of the H24 plates formed at 325 °C (Chapter 7) did not indicate any 
concerns with the ability to braze plates after forming. Thus, it is recommended that the 
brazing and corrosion performance of battery cooling plates formed from H24 temper 
sheet at 325 °C be further investigated, particularly if full-scale plates are to be produced. 
 
3. The H24 temper core alloy recrystallized grain size and aspect ratio as a function of 
forming temperature should be quantified, because of the reported influence grain size 
and shape have on minimizing intergranular corrosion. There appeared to be anecdotal 
evidence in the micrographs in the current work that the grain size of warm formed H24 
sheet was slightly coarser than that of sheets formed at room temperature. Moreover, the 
core alloy microhardness of warm formed H24 sheet was slightly reduced from the room 
temperature values, so a slightly coarser grain size would be expected. It is known that 
H24 sheets are processed to produce elongated recrystallized grains, in order to minimize 
the grain boundary area perpendicular to the clad alloy surface to reduce the sheet 
susceptibility to intergranular corrosive attack. If the recrystallized grain size or aspect 
ratio changes with increasing forming temperature, it would be even more apparent for 
forming at 325 °C. If a coarser recrystallized grain size after forming at elevated 
temperatures leads to enhanced corrosion resistance of the sheet, this could be an 
unexpected benefit of warm forming. Thus, as the capabilities of warm forming are 
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expanded, the effect of forming temperature on the recrystallized grains must be 
quantified, and the implications for the sheet corrosion resistance should be verified.   
 
4. Warm forming of full-scale battery cooling plates should be performed, because of the 
increased level of springback. This is particularly important to verify the utility of warm 
forming to enable the use of higher initial strength sheets through springback reduction. 
As noted in Chapter 6, the full benefit of warm forming H24 sheet was not realized with 
the scaled-down battery cooling plates, since the springback experienced after room 
temperature forming was overcome by fixture design. 
 
5. More extensive corrosion tests must be conducted in order to better understand the 
relationship between material, processing, and corrosion performance. First, the test used 
in the current work should be modified to improve detection of leaks. In future tests, the 
cooling plates should be connected in parallel in order to monitor the differential pressure 
and fluid flow through each plate, rather than across multiple plates connected in series 
as in the current test. Furthermore, an improved method to detect leaks during the test is 
required. For example, the fluid flow through the plates could be stopped during the daily 
visual inspection and the plates could be attached to pressurized air lines for leak testing, 
as outlined in section 6.2.3. Alternatively, a die could be added to the test solution to 
improve in situ detection of leaks during visual inspection.  Beyond the deficiencies in 
the test procedure, the inability to conclusively state the relative corrosion performance 
of the various forming conditions was compounded by the stochastic nature of corrosion 
and the relatively limited number of available samples. Therefore, the number of 
replicates should be increased in future studies. Finally, as noted in section 7.2, further 
studies are required to elucidate the failures around the formed features in the coolant 
channel, as well as the relationships between microstructure and corrosion. 
Computational fluid dynamics could be used to understand the local changes in fluid flow 
through the channels, and to determine if the conditions necessary for cavitation or 
impingement are possible. The relationship between microstructure, environment, and 
corrosion could be investigated using a simple 22 factorial design of experiment. The 
forming conditions would produce different post-braze microstructures (e.g. O-RT-4 % 
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and O-RT-10 %) and the environments would differ in severity (e.g. ASTM D2570 
corrosive water and ASTM G85 SWAAT solution). Electrochemical measurements (e.g. 
corrosion current density, corrosion potential, and pitting potential) on the post-brazed 
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